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Abstract. Simple ontology alignments, largely studied in the literature, link a single entity of a source ontology to a single entity
of a target ontology. A limitation of these alignments is their lack of expressiveness which can be overcome by complex align-
ments. While diverse state-of-the-art surveys mainly review the matching approaches in general, to the best of our knowledge,
there is no study of the specificities of the complex matching problem. In this paper, a review of the different complex matching
approaches is provided. It proposes a classification of the complex matching approaches based on their specificities (i.e., type of
correspondences, guiding structure). The evaluation aspects and the limitations of these approaches are also discussed. Insights
for future work in the field are provided.
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1. Introduction

Ontology matching is an essential task for the man-
agement of semantic heterogeneity in open environ-
ments. This task is often associated with the schema
matching problem [1] as they share the same goal: in-
teroperability. Broadly speaking, the matching process
aims at generating a set of correspondences (i.e., an
alignment) between the entities of different knowledge
representation models (e.g., ontologies, schemata).
Two types of correspondences can be distinguished.
While approaches generating simple correspondences
are limited to matching single entities (i.e., linking
a single entity from a source ontology to a single
entity of a target ontology), complex matching ap-
proaches are able to generate correspondences which
express more complex relationships between entities
from different ontologies. With the increasing number
of knowledge sources made available on the Linked
Open Data (LOD) cloud and their variety of modelling
choices, the relationships between entities of these

*Corresponding author. E-mail: elodie.thieblin@irit.fr.

sources are required to be more expressive. Simple cor-
respondences are not expressive enough to fully over-
come conceptual heterogeneity. However, currently,
few complex alignments are available and published
on the LOD cloud even if the need for these alignments
has become more and more present in various appli-
cation fields. For example, in the cultural heritage do-
main, the need for complex correspondences has been
identified for data integration or data translation ap-
plications [2–5]. To tackle the issue, complex match-
ing systems are used [2], or complex correspondences
are manually created [4, 5]. In the agronomic domain,
complex alignments help cross-query linked open data
repositories [6]. In the biomedical domain, complex
alignments have also been used to build a consensual
model from heterogeneous terminologies [7]. Com-
plex alignments between medical ontologies have also
been published [8, 9].

Different complex matching approacheswhich adopt
a diversity of strategies and deal with different knowl-
edge representation models, have emerged in the liter-
ature. Nevertheless, complex matching remains a chal-
lenge. In [10], ontology matching researchers were
surveyed about future challenges in the field and they
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agree that “automatically discovering complex rela-
tions, instead of 1:1” is one of them.

Diverse surveys in the literature have focused on
the different aspects of schema and ontology match-
ing [1, 10–16] without paying attention to the specifici-
ties of complex matching (underlying strategy, struc-
ture of complex correspondences, etc.). The aim of this
survey is to provide a review of the complex match-
ing approaches dealing with different kinds of knowl-
edge representation models such as taxonomies, XML
schemata, database schemata, formal ontologies, etc.
A classification of the approaches based on the speci-
ficities of complex alignments is proposed and the
evaluation aspects of these approaches reviewed. The
limitations of both the approaches and evaluations are
discussed and insights for future work in the field are
provided, in particular to foster the generation of com-
plex alignments on the LOD cloud.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. After
background definitions (§2), complex alignment lan-
guages, visualisation and edition tools are presented
(§3). A classification of complex matching approaches
is proposed (§4), followed by a description of state-of-
the-art approaches (§5). The works on complex align-
ment evaluation are examined (§6) and finally, per-
spectives for the field are discussed (§7).

2. Background

This section defines the scope of this study and pro-
vides the definitions related to alignments. The differ-
ent knowledge representation models considered are
presented and the notions of alignment and correspon-
dence introduced. The ontology fragments used for the
examples in the paper are presented in Figure 1.

2.1. Knowledge representation models

In the literature, different knowledge representation
models have been so far referred to as “ontologies”.
As stated in [16], “an ontology can be viewed as a set
of assertions that are meant to model some particular
domain. Usually, they define a vocabulary used by a
particular application. In various areas of computer
science, there are different data and conceptual mod-
els that can be thought of as ontologies.”. In this sur-
vey, the term “ontology” is used in a broad sense for
the definitions, and a more specific qualification of the
knowledge representation models is given in the de-
scription of the approaches when possible.

xsd:float
Paper

AcceptedPaper
Person

writtenBy

priceInDollars

(a) o1

xsd:float Paper

Person

xsd:boolean

true
false

authorOf

priceInEuros

accepted

(b) o2

Paper
Decision

Acceptance

hasDecision

(c) o3

Fig. 1. Example ontologies. The format used to represent the ontolo-
gies is described in [17]

In this survey, we consider the knowledge represen-
tation models defined as follows.

Table schemata A table schema is a flat schema in-
stantiated as tabular data. The table schema refers to
the name of the table columns (also called attributes).

Relational database schemata (RDB) Relational database
schemata require the data to be organised as relations
implemented by tables. The name of each relation is
given, as well as the names and types of the relations’
attributes. This model includes the notions of primary
key and foreign key providing the links between the
relations.

Document-oriented schemata (DOS) DTDs, XML
schemata and JSON schemata define the structure
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of documents (XML or JSON documents). These
document-oriented schemata include elements, at-
tributes and types. Elements can be either complex
when specifying nested sub-elements, or simple when
specifying built-in data types, such as string, for an
element or attribute.

Conceptual models (CM) Conceptual models in-
clude entity-relationship models, used to abstract a re-
lational database schema, and UML models, used to
abstract object-oriented programs and databases. The
entities of these models describe the internal structure
of domain objects. The entities can be organised as a
hierarchy. Moreover, these models can also express re-
lations (associations) with a multiplicity of constraints
between the entities.

Formal ontologies Formal ontologies are axioma-
tised theories. Their entities are most often classes,
object properties, data properties, instances and val-
ues. The expressiveness of the ontology’s axioms is
limited to the fragment of logic they implement (e.g.,
SHIN ,SROIQ, two-variable first-order logic). Even
though various ontology languages have been pro-
posed in the past, OWL the W3C standard [18] is
now widely used. The variants of OWL implement dif-
ferent logic fragments such as SHIF , SHOIN or
SROIQ. Other ontology languages such as DAML+OIL
[19] or CML [20] also implement a fragment of de-
scription logic (DL).

2.2. Expressions

The correspondences and alignments rely on the
definition of expressions.

A simple expression is composed of a single en-
tity represented by its unique identifier (e.g., an IRI for
OWL ontologies). For example, the IRI o1:Paper is a
simple expression of o1.

A complex expression is composed of at least one
entity on which a constructor or a transformation func-
tion is applied. For example, ∃o2:accepted.{true} is
a complex expression which represents all the papers
with the value true for the o2:accepted property. The
constructor used here is a value restriction construc-
tor. A constructor is a logic constructor (union, inter-
section, inverse, etc.) or a restriction constructor (car-
dinality restriction, type restriction, value restriction,
etc.). We introduce the dom and range functions which
represent object property domain and range restric-
tions over a class. They are interpreted as (dom(C))I =
CI × D and (range(C))I = D × CI , where C is

a class, I an interpretation function over the domain
(D ∪D ×D) and D the object interpretation domain.

A transformation function is a function that modi-
fies the values of a literal field. It can be an aggregation
function (e.g., string concatenation, sum of integers), a
conversion function (e.g., metric conversion), etc.

2.3. Alignment and correspondence

Ontology matching is the process of generating an
ontology alignment between a source and a target on-
tology [16]. An ontology alignment consists of corre-
spondences. These notions are defined below.

Definition 1. An ontology alignment Ao1→o2 is direc-
tional between a source ontology o1 and a target on-
tology o2.
Ao1→o2 is a set of correspondences, Ao1→o2 = {c1, c2, ..., cn}.
Definition 2. A correspondence ci is a tuple (eo1 , eo2 , r).
eo1 and eo2 are the members of the correspondence.
They can be simple or complex expressions with enti-
ties from respectively o1 and o2:

– if the correspondence is simple, both eo1 and eo2
are simple expressions;

– if the correspondence is complex, at least one of
eo1 or eo2 is a complex expression;

– r is a relation, e.g., equivalence (≡), more general
(w), more specific (v), disjointedness (⊥) hold-
ing between eo1 and eo2 .

– alignment systems usually assign a confidence
value to each correspondence, such that corre-
spondences are sometimes defined as quadru-
ples (eo1 , eo2 , r, n). We only exemplify correspon-
dences as triples in the rest of the paper.

The members of the correspondences can be a sim-
ple expression, noted s, or a complex expression, noted
c. A simple correspondence is always (s:s) whereas a
complex correspondence can be (s:c), (c:s) or (c:c).
The (1:1), (1:n), (m:1), (m:n) notations have been used
for the same purpose in the literature [14, 21] (1 for s
and m or n for c). However, they can be misinterpreted
as the alignment arity or multiplicity [22].

We provide below some examples of complex cor-
respondences, based on the definitions above and the
fragment of the ontologies in Figure 1.

c1 = (o1:Person, o2:Person,≡) is a (s:s) simple cor-
respondence.

c2 = (o1:priceInDollars , changeRate(o2:priceInEuros),
≡) is a (s:c) complex correspondence with a
transformation function: changeRate.
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c3 = (∃o3:hasDecision.o3:Acceptance,
o1:AcceptedPaper, ≡) is a (c:s) complex corre-
spondence with constructors.

c4 = (o1:writtenBy, o2:authorOf−, ≡) is a (s:c)
complex correspondence with the inversion con-
structor.

c5 = (∃o2:accepted.{true},
∃o3:hasDecision.o3:Acceptance, ≡) is a (c:c)
complex correspondence with constructors.

As opposed to a simple alignment, a complex
alignment contains at least one complex correspon-
dence.

The pairwise definition of a matching process (be-
tween a source and a target ontology) can be extended
to cover multiple ontologies. A holistic matching pro-
cess considers more than two ontologies together with-
out a source or target distinction [23, 24]. On the other
hand, compound matching is the process of matching
one or more source ontologies and one or more target
ontologies. This process is pairwise between the union
of the source ontologies and the union of the target on-
tologies [25].

Complex ontology matching is the process of gen-
erating a complex alignment between ontologies. The
approaches for generating such an alignment are dis-
cussed in §5.

2.4. Scope clarification

This section presents reflections on the scope of the
survey.

2.4.1. Type of matched objects
Complex alignments can also occur between other

objects such as business process models [26], strings
[27], etc. However, these objects are different from the
knowledge representation models studied in this sur-
vey. The nature of their elements is not the same as
those of the representation model elements (concepts,
relations, attributes). For example, business processes
are graph-like models of a process, they have a begin
and an end node, the nodes of their graph are either
connectors or activities which take input and output
elements. The strings have no explicit structure. For
these reasons, these types of matching are out of the
scope of this survey.

2.4.2. Ontology matching and ontology evolution
Some connections can be made between ontology

matching and ontology evolution. As defined in the
survey presented in [28], ontology evolution is the pro-

cess which consists in maintaining a resource up to
date according to changes occurring in the represented
knowledge domain or to new requirements of the ap-
plication(s) relying on the ontology. Ontology evolu-
tion is divided into different tasks: detecting the need
for evolution, suggesting changes, validating changes,
assessing the impact of the changes and managing
changes. The latter includes the activities of change
recording and ontology versioning. These activities are
defined as “the ability to handle changes in ontolo-
gies by creating and managing different variants of it”
[29]. Most approaches dealing with such activities rely
on relations considering both the variants, also called
versions, of an ontology and the entities within the
two representations. Finding these relations can be in
some ways similar to ontology matching. When taking
a deeper look at what “version relations” express, not
only must conceptual or logical relations between en-
tities be considered but also (and mainly) change re-
lations, which represent what has actually been trans-
formed between the two versions of the ontology [30].
The first kind of relations (conceptual or logical rela-
tions) specifies correspondences between the entities
of the source and the target ontologies (as defined pre-
viously). On the other hand, the second type of rela-
tions (change relations) specifies transformations, via
a set of change operations, to apply on the source on-
tology in order to obtain the target ontology (for ex-
ample adding a new domain to a property, merging
two classes, etc.). Such relations are either captured at
design time through the tool used to make the ontol-
ogy evolve (such as Protégé or KAON [31]) or iden-
tified a posteriori through ontology “diff tools” [32–
35]. Most works in the field have focused on propos-
ing approaches in order to identify the second type
of relations, i.e., “change relations”. Existing ontology
matching approaches are generally reused in this task
for finding the initial overlap between the two ontology
versions.

As pointed out in [33] the aim of managing changes
in ontology evolution is to highlight differences, whereas
the ontology matching task concentrates on similari-
ties.

An analogous classification is made between sim-
ple and complex changes according to the entities in-
volved in the changes : “simple changes refer to the
addition, modification or deletion of individual schema
constructs, while complex changes refer to multiple
such constructs and may be equivalent to multiple
simple changes” [36]. The two types of changes are
also called low level/high level operations [34], el-
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ementary/composite changes [31] or atomic/complex
changes [37]. According to [34], high level operations
are “intuitive, concise, closer to the intentions of the
ontology editors and capture more accurately the se-
mantics of a change” even if the authors point out
that it is impossible to define an exhaustive list of
such operations. Most languages proposed to represent
changes make this distinction [31, 33].

The work in [38] gives another point of view on the
link between the two tasks, and studies the impacts
of evolution changes on existing correspondences be-
tween ontologies. Even if the task of change manage-
ment is complementary to the task of ontology match-
ing, it can benefit from advances in the field of com-
plex matching.

3. Complex alignment representation and
visualisation

This section presents the languages and vocabular-
ies used for complex alignment representation as well
as works on graphical interfaces for complex align-
ment visualisation and edition.

3.1. Complex alignment representation

In the following, we present first the languages orig-
inally designed to describe axioms or rules outside the
specific scope of alignment representation. Then, we
introduce the dedicated languages. Examples of com-
plex correspondences expressed in some languages are
provided.

3.1.1. Generic representations
Rules and axioms

OWL OWL [18] can represent complex alignments
as axioms involving logic constructors and entities
from the source and target ontologies. These axioms
form a merging ontology. The expressiveness of the
correspondences in OWL (taking into account the ex-
pressiveness of the aligned ontologies) is restricted to
the SROIQ logic for decidability reasons. The corre-
spondence c3 represented in the XML concrete Syntax
of OWL is given below.

<owl:Class rdf:about="&o1;AcceptedPaper">
<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="&o3;
hasDecision"/>

</owl:onProperty>
<owl:someValuesFrom>
<owl:Class rdf:about="&o3;Acceptance"/>

</owl:someValuesFrom>
</owl:Restriction>
</owl:equivalentClass>
</owl:Class>

Web-PDDL The Web-PDDL [39] is a strongly typed
FOL (first-order logic) language. It allows the use of
variables, constants, conditions, logical constructors
and quantifiers. The predicates and constants take the
form of URIs. An example of Web-PDDL for repre-
senting the correspondence c3 is given below.

(forall (x)
(iff (is @o1:AcceptedPaper x)

(exists( y - @o3:Acceptance) (@o3:
hasDecision x y))))

SWRL The Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL)
[40] helps to define rules, in the form of FOL Horn-
rules, between OWL ontologies. These rules have
no expressiveness restriction and provide flexibility
thanks to the use of variables in the definition of the
rules. This language comes with an XML Concrete
Syntax to express the rules as XML documents. SWRL
can be extended by built-ins based on the XQuery and
XPath built-ins. These built-ins express transformation
functions. An example of SWRL representing the cor-
respondence c3 is given below.

<ruleml:imp>
<ruleml:_rlab ruleml:href="#c3"/>
<ruleml:_body>

<swrlx:individualPropertyAtom swrlx:
property="&o3;hasDecision">

<ruleml:var>x</ruleml:var>
<ruleml:var>y</ruleml:var>

</swrlx:individualPropertyAtom>
<swrlx:classAtom>
<owlx:Class owlx:name="&o3;Acceptance

"/>
<ruleml:var>y</ruleml:var>

</swrlx:classAtom>
</ruleml:_body>
<ruleml:_head>

<swrlx:classAtom>
<owlx:Class owlx:name="&o1;

AcceptedPaper"/>
<ruleml:var>x</ruleml:var>

</swrlx:classAtom>
</ruleml:_head>

</ruleml:imp>
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Other logic syntaxes such as DataLog, RIF, etc. us-
ing URIs as predicates can be used to express logic for-
mulae. Even if they were originally meant to express
these formulae inside one ontology, they can be used
to express correspondences when involving IRIs from
more than one ontology.

Query languages

Alignments can be directly represented through se-
mantically equivalent queries (or views) of their data.
SQL is the language for querying relational databases,
XQuery for XML documents and SPARQL for knowl-
edge bases (ontologies). These query languages can
use filters (or equivalent) to express transformation
functions inside a query. The following queries repre-
sent c3 as equivalent SPARQL SELECT queries and a
SPARQL CONSTRUCT query.

SELECT ?s WHERE { ?s a o1:AcceptedPaper.}
SELECT ?s WHERE { ?s o3:hasDecision ?o.

?o a o3:Acceptance. }

CONSTRUCT{?s a o1:AcceptedPaper.}
WHERE{?s o3:hasDecision ?o.

?o a o3:Acceptance.}

XSLT, XPath XML to XML, Logic, Transformation
XSLT (eXtensible Stylesheet Language Tansforma-
tions) [41] is a language with an XML concrete syntax.
This language describes rules to transform a source
tree (XML document) into a target tree (XML docu-
ment). This language is based on transformation pat-
terns and reuses XPath expressions. XPath (XML Path
Language) defines expressions with logical operators
and transformation functions over XML nodes. The
XPath functions are often reused in other alignment
languages.

3.1.2. Dedicated alignment representations
Various formats have been proposed to represent

alignments between two different knowledge represen-
tation models. A survey on ontology alignment for-
mats is presented in [42].

EDOAL EDOAL [43] is an extension of the Align-
ment format to represent the complex correspondences
between OWL ontologies. This language is based on
correspondence patterns [42] and can be processed by
the Alignment API [44]. The Alignment format can be
extended by other languages to express complex cor-
respondences. c3 is represented in EDOAL as follows.

<map>
<Cell>

<entity1>
<edoal:Class rdf:about="&o1;

AcceptedPaper" />
</entity1>
<entity2>
<edoal:AttributeDomainRestriction>
<edoal:onAttribute>
<edoal:Relation rdf:about="&o3;

hasDecision" />
</edoal:onAttribute>
<edoal:exists>
<edoal:Class rdf:about="&o3;

Acceptance" />
</edoal:exists>

</edoal:AttributeDomainRestriction>
</entity2>
<measure rdf:datatype="&xsd;float">1.0</

measure>
<relation>Equivalence</relation>

</Cell>
</map>

XeOML XeOML [45] is a language which represents
alignments for ontologies and can be extended to other
kinds of knowledge representation models. It is based
on an XML schema (Abstract Mapping schema) to de-
scribe the structure of an alignment and is completed
by two other schemata (Ontology Element Definition
and Mapping Definition).

SBO MAFRA [46, 47] is a framework for construct-
ing and editing DAML+OIL ontology alignments.
The alignment representation part of the framework is
based on the Semantic Bridge Ontology (SBO). This
(not maintained) ontology provides a vocabulary to ex-
press complex correspondences with logical construc-
tors and some transformation functions such as string
concatenation.

SPIMBench The SPIMBench vocabulary was de-
fined in an instance matching benchmark [48]. It al-
lows for the description of data transformation be-
tween ontologies. These transformations include logic
rules (based on OWL axioms) and value transforma-
tion functions.

In the area of OBDA (Ontology-Based Data Access)
[49], different formats to express correspondences be-
tween relational databases and RDF datasets have been
proposed in the literature. A comprehensive review of
different formats can be found in [50]. Here, the W3C
R2RML format and some of its extensions are briefly
introduced.
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R2RML The R2RML is a W3C format [51] used to
represent correspondences between relational databases
and RDF datasets. R2RML correspondences are ex-
pressed as RDF datasets. A few string operations can
be expressed in the correspondences. The R2RML
correspondences show how the data from the source
schema should be transformed into the target ontology.

@prefix rr:<http://www.w3c.org/ns/r2rml#> .
<TriplesMap1>

a rr:TriplesMap
rr:logicalTable [

rr:sqlQuery
"’"SELECT paperID
FROM Table_O3
WHERE hasDecision = "Acceptance"

"’"
];

rr:subjectMap [
rr:template "o1:Paper/{PaperID}";
rr:class o1:AcceptedPaper

];

RML The RML language [52] extends the R2RML
format by allowing other kinds of data sources such
as XML schema, JSON, or tabular data (CSV). The
FnO ontology [53] can be used in RML to describe
transformation functions in the correspondences.

xR2RML The xR2RML language [54] extends the
R2RML format by allowing the description of corre-
spondences of mixed formats in the source schema.
For example, if a JSON object is the value of a cell in
a relational database.

D2RML The D2RML language [55] is based on
R2RML and RML, allowing conditional case state-
ments and programming inside the correspondences.

3.1.3. Summary table
Table 1 gives a summary of the complex alignment

formats presented in this section with their context
of application. For instance, alignments represented in
OWL are usually used for the task of ontology merg-
ing. The distinction between data integration and data
transformation is that, in a data integration process,
there is no transformation of the data. A data integra-
tion application can be data querying without loading
the data in a central repository [16].

As discussed below (§5.6), despite the work on the
different representation languages, complex matchers
still fail on using those proposals. Many of them out-

put FOL or DL correspondences in a simple text for-
mat, use their own specific syntax, or are not strict to
EDOAL syntax.

3.2. Complex alignment visualisation and edition

Few tools allow for complex correspondence visual-
isation and edition. Some solutions are provided as part
of specific standalone matching systems, while others
are rather generic solutions, as we describe below. Ta-
ble 2 presents a comparison of the tools.

Axiom and rule editors which allow the import of
different ontologies can be used for complex align-
ment edition, as Protégé [56]. It can be used to edit
OWL axioms involving entities from different ontolo-
gies. The complex correspondences (as axioms) can
be visualised using the Manchester syntax. Another
solution is the Axiomé [57] SWRL rule editor. The
rules are represented as tree structures and can be para-
phrased in English.

Tools as part of existing matchers such as Clio [58]
or KARMA [59], Ontologies Alignment Tool (OAT)
[60] provide a user-interface for complex alignment
edition and correction.

Dedicated complex alignment editors use different
strategies for the visualisation of the correspondences.
MAFRA [46] is an edition and visualisation frame-
work which allows for complex alignment representa-
tion as an instantiation of their Semantic Bridge Ontol-
ogy (SBO). Klint [61] provides a graph-based visual
interface for integration rule (correspondence) valida-
tion and edition. The correspondences are represented
as labelled graphs involving variables. OntoStudio [62]
is a suite of software for ontology engineering. Its
OntoMap plugin [63] allows for manual edition of
complex correspondences (logic and value transforma-
tions). OntoMap uses its own internal alignment lan-
guage which is not public. Many R2RML correspon-
dence editors have emerged in the past years using
different strategies to represent the correspondences:
block metaphor [64, 65], graph-like [66–69] or tree-
like [59]. Wrangler [70] proposes a graphical interface
for the edition of value transformation functions such
as scripts between tables.

4. Classification of complex matchers

Ontology matching approaches have been classified
in various surveys [1, 10–16]. These classifications
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Table 1
Complex alignment formats, “Logic” shows whether the format can represent logic constructors, “Transformations” shows whether the format
can represent value transformation functions

Format
Type of knowledge

representation models
Logic Transformation Alignment context application

OWL OWL onto to OWL onto
√

Ontology merging
Web-PDDL FOL onto to FOL onto

√
Data integration

SWRL OWL onto to OWL onto
√ √

Data integration
SQL RDB to RDB

√ √
Querying, Data transformation

SPARQL OWL onto to OWL onto
√ √

Querying, Data transformation
XQuery XML to XML

√ √
Querying, Data transformation

XSLT XML to XML
√ √

Data transformation
EDOAL OWL onto to OWL onto

√ √
Generic

XeOML OWL onto to OWL onto
√ √

Generic
SBO DAML+OIL onto to DAML+OIL onto

√ √
Data transformation

SPIMBench RDF to RDF
√ √

Data transformation
R2RML RDB to RDF

√ √
Data transformation

RML CSV, XML, JSON to RDF
√ √

Data transformation
xR2RML mixed formats(CSV, RDB, XML, JSON) to RDF

√ √
Data transformation

D2RML RDB, CSV, XML, JSON to RDF
√ √

Data transformation

Table 2
Complex alignment visualisation and edition tools

Tool Visualisation strategy Align. langage

Protégé [56] Manchester syntax OWL
Axiomé [57] Tree, Natural language SWRL
MAFRA [46] Tree SBO
OAT [60] Pattern instantiations EDOAL, OWL
Klint [61] Graph SPARQL
OntoMap [63] Edges proprietary
Clio [71] Edges SQL
Juma [64, 65] Block metaphor R2RML
KARMA [59] Tree R2RML
Map-On [66] Graph R2RML
RMLEditor [67] Graph RML/R2RML
SquaRE [69] Graph R2RML
Lembo2014 [68] Graph R2RML
Wrangler [70] Scripts proprietary

however do not address the specificities of the complex
approaches. After presenting the main existing classi-
fications of ontology matching approaches (§4.1), we
introduce axes for the classification of complex match-
ing approaches (§4.2).

4.1. Classifications of ontology matching approaches

Euzenat and Shvaiko [1, 16] define three matching
dimensions: input, process and output which will be
the guiding thread to present the classifications below.

Most classifications so far focused on input and pro-
cess dimensions [1, 12, 14–16].

Regarding the input dimension, the instance vs on-
tology classification (called instance vs schema in [14])
divides the matchers into those which deal with infor-
mation from the T Box and those which deal with the
ABox. Rahm et al. [14] also consider as input the type
of auxiliary information used by the approaches (the-
saurii, etc.).

For the process dimension, Rahm et al. [14] propose
classification axes such as element vs structure, lin-
guistic vs constraint-based. All of these classification
axes are put together into a taxonomy.

This classification [14] has been developed and ex-
tended by Euzenat and Shvaiko in [1, 16]. For instance,
they distinguish whether an input is considered syn-
tactically or semantically by the approach. The two-
way taxonomy ends in basic approach strategies (e.g.,
string-based, model-based, formal resource-based).

The classification of schema matching techniques
of Doan et al. [15] separates rule-based techniques
from learning-based techniques. Considering both in-
put and process dimensions, rule-based techniques
only exploit schema-level information in specific rules
while learning-based techniques may exploit data in-
stance information with machine-learning or statistical
analysis.

Noy [12] proposes two main categories of ontology
matching approaches: in the first, the matching pro-
cess is guided by a top-level ontology from which the
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source and target ontologies derive; in the second, the
matching process uses heuristics or machine-learning
techniques.

Regarding the output dimension of the matching ap-
proaches, Rahm et al. [14] consider the output align-
ment arity as a characteristic of the approaches which
could be integrated into its taxonomy.

In sum, among the ontology matching classifica-
tions so far, that of Euzenat and Shvaiko [16] is the
most extensive (all the others can be represented in this
classification). However, even if considered, the output
dimension of the matching approaches is rarely a basis
for classification, whereas it becomes of interest when
considering complex correspondences.

More generally, the classifications of ontology match-
ing cited above do not address the specificities of the
complex matching problem. The characteristics of the
processes leading to the generation of complex corre-
spondences need to be studied, in particular the kind
of structure guiding the discovery of correspondences.
The next section presents classification axes for com-
plex ontology matching approaches.

4.2. Classification for complex matching approaches

The specificities of the complex matching approaches
rely on their output and their process. These are the
two axes of the proposed classification. In this sec-
tion, the different types of output (types of correspon-
dences) and the structures used in the process to guide
the correspondence detection are presented (guiding
structures).

Type of correspondence. The correspondences (out-
put of the matching approaches) are divided into three
main categories according to their type: logical rela-
tions, transformation functions and blocks. The log-
ical relations category stands for correspondences
in which complex members are expressed with logi-
cal constructors only. In contrast, the transformation
functions category includes the approaches that gener-
ate correspondences with transformation functions in
its members. The blocks correspondences gather en-
tities using a grouping constructor in their members
(clusters of entities), not specifying a semantic rela-
tion between them. For example, consider the follow-
ing correspondences:

1. (o1:AcceptedPaper, ∃o2:accepted.{true}, ≡)
2. (o1:priceInDollars, changeRate(o2:priceInEuros),
≡)

3. ({o1:Paper,o1:Person}, {o2:Paper,o2:Person},
≡)

Correspondence 1 is a logical relation correspondence,
correspondence 2 is a transformation function corre-
spondence and correspondence 3 is a block correspon-
dence. No precise relation is specified between the
entities involved in the third correspondence. It can-
not therefore be classified as logical relation or trans-
formation function correspondence. Note that in the-
ory, a correspondence could have members expressed
with transformation functions combined with logical
constructors but no approach able to generate such
a kind of correspondence was found. However, some
approaches are able to generate both types indepen-
dent of each other. An example of this correspondence
expressed would be: (o1:Paper u o1:priceInDollars,
o2:Paper u changeRate(o2:priceInEuros), ≡).

Guiding structures. These categories aim at classi-
fying the (complex) matching approaches based on
their process dimension. It focuses on the structure on
which the process generating the correspondences re-
lies:

– Atomic patterns The approaches in this cate-
gory consider the correspondence as an instan-
tiation of an atomic pattern, such as those de-
fined by Scharffe [42]. An atomic pattern is a tem-
plate of a correspondence. A template can rep-
resent logical relation or transformation function
correspondences. For example, an approach look-
ing for correspondences following this exact pat-
tern: (o1:A, ∃o2:b.o2:C, ≡) falls into this cate-
gory and in the logical relation type of correspon-
dence. An approach searching for (o1:a + o1:b,
o2:c, ≡) falls into this category and in the trans-
formation function type of correspondence.

– Composite patterns The approaches in this cat-
egory aim at finding repetitive compositions of
an atomic pattern. As for the atomic patterns,
the composite patterns can represent both logical
relation and transformation function correspon-
dence patterns. For example, an approach look-
ing for correspondences of the form (o1:A, o2:Bt
o2:C t o2:D t . . . , ≡) , where o1:A, o2:B, o2:C,
o2:D, etc. are classes and the number of unions
in the target member of correspondences is not a-
priori defined by the approach, falls into this cat-
egory. Correspondences representing string con-
catenation of an unlimited number of properties
also fall into this category and in the transforma-
tion function type of correspondence.
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Correspondence

Transformation functionsLogical relations Blocks

Output

Guiding structure

Path
(§5.3)

Composite
patterns
(§5.2)

Atomic
patterns
(§5.1)

Tree
(§5.4)

No structure
(§5.5)

Process

Members expression

Fixed to unfixed Unfixed to unfixedFixed to fixed

Fig. 2. Two axes to characterise the complex matching approaches: output and process. The correlation between the categories are represented
with red arrows.

– Path The approaches in this category detect the
correspondences using path-finding algorithms.
The resulting correspondence is a property path in
o1 put in relation with a path in o2. For example,
an approach looking for a path between two pairs
of aligned instances described by o1 resp. o2 falls
into this category.

– Tree The approaches in this category rely on tree
structures inside the ontologies for correspon-
dence detection. The ontologies are either consid-
ered as a tree or a tree-like structure is sought in
an ontology graph. For example, when an XML
schema is considered as a tree and the approach
consists in finding the smallest equivalent tree in
an ontology.

– No structure Contrary to the other approaches,
the approaches of this category do not rely on
a structure to guide the correspondence genera-
tion. Instead, they discover correspondences more
freely.

The structures are used to guide the matching process,
and therefore impact the structure of the output cor-
respondences. However, a given correspondence, for
example (o1:AcceptedPaper, ∃o2:acceptedBy.>, ≡),

could be obtained by an approach based on atomic pat-
terns with the pattern (A, ∃b.>, ≡), by an approach
based on composite patterns such as (A, ∃b.> t ∃c.>
t . . . , ≡) or by an approach with no guiding structure.

The member expression pre-definition specifies whether
one of the members of the correspondence is assigned
a fixed structure or not before the process. Three types
of pre-definition are possible: fixed to fixed, fixed to
unfixed and unfixed to unfixed.

– The fixed to fixed category includes the match-
ing approaches that always produce correspon-
dences with fixed member expressions. Atomic
pattern-based approaches generate fixed to fixed
correspondences as both members’ expressions
are defined by the pattern. As shown in Figure 2,
this category is strongly correlated to the Atomic-
pattern guiding structure category.

– The fixed to unfixed member expression cate-
gory covers the matching approaches for which
one of the members of the correspondence will al-
ways follow the same expression template, while
the expression of the other member may vary. For
example, an approach aiming at finding for each
property of an ontology a corresponding property
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path in the other ontology falls into this category:
one of the members will always be one property
while the other will be a path of a-priori undefined
length.

– The unfixed to unfixed member expression cat-
egory includes the approaches that output corre-
spondences whose members have an undefined
expression beforehand. For example, an approach
aiming at finding similar paths in two ontologies
falls into this category: both members have a-
priori undefined length.

A matching approach can exploit many different
matching strategies to find complex correspondences.
In the following, the matching strategies are classi-
fied on their guiding structure. Therefore, the same ap-
proach can appear in multiple sections.

Some correlations can be noted as depicted in Fig-
ure 2: a path or tree-based approach will only output
logical correspondences. There is also an equivalence
between the fixed to fixed category and the atomic pat-
tern category.

The choice of this guiding structure-based classifi-
cation was made because guiding structures specific to
complex matching. Not only do they guide the match-
ing process, but the correspondence structure derives
directly from them. Other classifications were consid-
ered before this choice:

– A classification per type of knowledge represen-
tation model but it would not show the similar-
ities between the matching systems even though
they do not deal with the same type of knowledge
representation model;

– A classification per type of correspondence out-
put but this was not structuring enough;

– The classification from [16] but most complex
matching approaches combine many of those ba-
sic matching techniques;

– A classification per type of entity (concepts, prop-
erties, etc.) dealt with by the matchers but this was
not specific to complex alignment.

In some way, the structure-based classification can be
considered as a specialisation of the graph-based tech-
niques category in the classification of [16].

5. Complex alignment approaches

The following sections present the approaches ac-
cording to our classification. Although these sections

are organised according to the guiding structure (Fig-
ure 2), a reference to the kind of output and member
expression pre-definition is made in the text. The ap-
proaches are detailed in paragraphs with titles follow-
ing a template : Name [ref] Type of knowledge repre-
sentation models, [(s:c), (c:s), (c:c)].

5.1. Atomic patterns

Atomic patterns are used in approaches to de-
tect logical relations as well as transformation func-
tions. Table 3 presents several atomic correspondence
patterns. Table 4 shows the atomic patterns of the
correspondences which guide the state-of-the-art ap-
proaches of this category.

The atomic pattern-based approaches have different
strategies for the definition of their patterns. For in-
stance, some rely on the patterns defined by one of the
ontologies to align [75], other approaches have their
own pattern library [60, 72, 74, 76–79]. Two main de-
tection techniques appear: structuro-linguistic condi-
tions (called matching patterns defined in [80]) [60,
72–75, 79], and statistical measures [76–78]. These ap-
proaches are detailed below.

Ritze et al. [72, 73] OWL Ontology to OWL On-
tologyy, (s:c) In [72, 73], Ritze et al. propose a set
of matching conditions to detect correspondence pat-
terns: Class by Attribute Value, Class by Attribute
Type, Class by Inverse Attribute Type, Inverse Proper-
ties and Property Chain defined by Scharffe [42] (cf.
Table 3). The conditions are based on the labels of the
ontology entities, the structures of these ontologies and
the compatibility of the data-types of data-properties.
The matching conditions to detect these patterns are an
input to the matching algorithm. The user can add new
matching conditions to detect other patterns.

The first approach1 [72] detects the modifier and
head-noun of a label. In the matching conditions, string
similarity (Levenshtein distance) is used to detect a po-
tential relation between two entities (e.g., Acceptance
is similar to Accepted). The second version2 of the
matching conditions [73] refines the syntactic part of
the previous work by introducing linguistic analysis
such as detection of antonymy, active form, etc. Vari-
ous linguistic analysis features are studied and incor-
porated in the matching conditions. In Example 1, the

1http://dominique-ritze.de/complex-mappings/
2https://code.google.com/archive/p/

generatingcomplexalignments/downloads/

http://dominique-ritze.de/complex-mappings/
https://code.google.com/archive/p/generatingcomplexalignments/downloads/
https://code.google.com/archive/p/generatingcomplexalignments/downloads/
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Table 3
Atomic patterns used in the presented approaches. A, C are classes, a, b, c are properties, V is a value (instance or literal)

Name Form Example

Class by attribute type (CAT) (o1:A, ∃o2:b.o2:C, ≡) (o1:AcceptedPaper, ∃o2:hasDecision.o2:Acceptance, ≡)

Class by attribute inverse type (CIAT) (o1:A, o2:C u ∃o2:b.>,≡) (o1:AcceptedPaper, o2:Paper u ∃o2:hasAcceptance.>,≡)

Class by attribute value (CAV) (o1:A, ∃o2:b.{V}, ≡) (o1:AcceptedPaper, ∃o2:accepted.{true}, ≡)

Class by attribute existence (CAE) (o1:A, ∃o2:b.>, ≡) (o1:AcceptedPaper, ∃o2:acceptedBy.>, ≡)

Property chain (PC) (o1:a, o2:b ◦ o2:c, ≡) (o1:reviewedBy, o2:hasReview ◦ o2:reviewWrittenBy, ≡)

Inverse Property (IP) (o1:a−, o2:b, v) (o1:write−, o2:writtenBy, v)

Class Intersection (o1:A, o2:B u o2:C, ≡) (o1:AuthorAndReviewer, o2:Author u o2:Reviewer, ≡)

Table 4
Atomic patterns per approach

Work Patterns

Ritze2009 [72]
Class by Attribute Type, Class by Inverse
Attribute Type, Class by Attribute Value,
Property Chain

Ritze2010 [73]
Inverse Property, Class by Attribute Type,
Class by Inverse Attribute Type, Class by
Attribute Value

AMLC [74]
Class by Attribute Type, Class by Attribute
Existence

Oliveira2018
[25]

Class Intersection

Rouces2016 [75] Linguistic patterns of FrameBase

Walshe2016
(Bayes-ReCCE)
[76]

Class by Attribute Value

OAT [60] Combinations of predefined expressions

Jiang2016
(KAOM) [77]

Linear Regression

Dhamankar2004
(iMAP) [78]

Conversion functions predefined, basic
arithmetic properties

Jimenez2015
(BootOX) [79]

RDB schema properties to OWL axioms

simplified matching conditions to detect inverse prop-
erty states that if the verb phrase of the label of a source
property o1:a is the active voice of the verb phrase of
a label of a target property o1:b, then (o1:a−, o2:b, v)
is a probable correspondence.

Example 1. Conditions: (o1:a−, o2:b,v) iff verb(o1:a)
= active-voice (verb(o2:b))
Correspondence: (o1:writePaper−, o2:writtenBy, v)
because “write” is the active-form of “written”

The structural matching conditions are the same for
both approaches. Example 1 is extended with struc-
tural constraints on the range and domain of o1:a (e.g.,
o1:write) and o2:b (e.g., o2:writtenBy) : the domain
of o1:a (e.g., o1:Person) should be subsumed by the
range of o2:b (e.g., o2:Person) and the range of o1:a

(e.g., o1:Paper) should be subsumed by the domain of
o2:b (e.g., o2:Document). The subsumption between
ranges and domains of the two properties can be de-
tected by inference on the ontologies’ structure linked
by the simple reference alignment or by a hypernymy
relation between the labels. In the example, the neces-
sary subsumptions are: (o1:Person, o2:Person, v) and
(o1:Paper, o2:Document, v).

AMLC [74] OWL ontology to OWL ontology, (s:c)
AMLC (Complex AgreementMakerLight) is the com-
plex version of the AML (AgreementMakerLight) sys-
tem. It relies on lexical similarity and structural condi-
tions to detect correspondence patterns. This approach
is very similar to that in [72]. Two types of patterns
are sought: Class by Attribute Existence and Class by
Attribute Type (cf. Table 3).

Oliveira and Pesquita [25] OWL ontology to OWL
ontology, (s:c) The approach proposed in [25] looks
for compound correspondences which in their target
member involve entities from more than one ontology.
The sought correspondences follow the pattern (o1:A,
o2:B u o3:C, ≡) in which o1:A, o2:B and o3:C are
classes from a source ontology o1, and two target on-
tologies o2 and o3. The approach is based on a similar-
ity measure between the labels of the source and target
classes. In a first step, the source classes are aligned to
the classes of a first target ontology (e.g., o2). Each of
these correspondences is given a similarity score based
on how the labels of the target classes overlap with
the label of the source class. The correspondences are
filtered over this similarity. The labels of the source
class are reduced to the difference between the source
and target classes’ labels from the previously obtained
correspondence. Finally, the source-reduced labels are
matched with those of the second target ontology (e.g.,
o3) based on how this new label allows for the covering
of the total source label.
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Example 2. A source class o1:AuthorAndReviewer
with the label “author and reviewer” is first aligned
to o2:Author which has the “author” label. The la-
bel of the source class is then reduced to “and re-
viewer” because of the correspondence in the previ-
ous step. In the last step, o3:Reviewer with the label
“reviewer” is added to the correspondence because
its label provides a good coverage of the reduced la-
bel “and reviewer”. The output correspondence is:
(o1:AuthorAndReviewer, o2:Author u o3:Reviewer, ≡)

Rouces et al. [75] OWL ontology to the FrameBase
ontology (OWL), (s:c) (c:s) Rouces et al. use Frame-
Base as a mediator ontology for complex alignment
discovery. FrameBase is an ontology based on linguis-
tic frames, seen as linguistic patterns in this approach.
The approach identifies complex patterns in Frame-
Base from the linguistic patterns it describes. For each
complex pattern identified, a corresponding candidate
property is created (see Example 3). The names of
the properties of the source ontology (the one to be
aligned to FrameBase) are pre-processed, for example
o1:birthDate becomes o1:hasBirthDate. The proper-
ties of the source ontology are then aligned with sim-
ple alignments to the candidate properties created in
FrameBase. The similarity of two properties is cal-
culated based on a bag of words cosine from the to-
kenised property names. Once a source ontology prop-
erty has been aligned to a created property of Frame-
Base, it is aligned to its corresponding pattern. The
originality of this approach is that the correspondence
patterns on which it relies are encoded in one of the
aligned ontologies (FrameBase). This approach is used
in the Klint tool [61] which provides a graphical inter-
face for correspondence edition.

Example 3. Created property: frame:hasBirthDate(s,o)
Pattern:frame:BirthEvent(e) ∧ frame:hasSubject(e,s)
∧ frame:hasDate(e,o)
Source property preprocessing:

o1:birthDate→ o1:hasBirthDate
Simple correspondence:

(o1:hasBirthDate, frame:hasBirthDate, ≡)
Correspondence: (o1:birthDate, frame:hasSubject− ◦
(dom(frame:BirthEvent) u frame:hasDate), ≡)

Bayes-ReCCE [76] OWL ontology to OWL ontol-
ogy, (s:c) This approach detects Class Attribute Value
Restrictions correspondences. Bayes-ReCCE uses the
properties of matched instances of two classes
o1:AcceptedPaper and o2:Paper, with (o1:AcceptedPaper,
o2:Paper, v) in a reference alignment. The match-

ing problem is transformed into the feature-selection
problem. The common instances are represented as
binary vectors, each feature of the vector represents
the presence of an attribute-value pair for a given in-
stance. Feature-selection is the process of reducing the
search space of features (here attribute-value pairs) to
keep only relevant features for a model (here a clas-
sification). A score is given to each feature. Two met-
rics are used in the scoring process: information gain
(with a closed-world assumption) and beta-binomial
class prediction metric based on Bayesian probabili-
ties (compliant with the open-world assumption). For
each class, the top-k best features are returned to the
user to choose from.

Example 4. A reference alignment between o1 and
o2 contains the correspondence (o1:AcceptedPaper,
o2:Paper, v). The common instances of o1 and o2 de-
scribed by o1:AcceptedPaper in o1 and o2:Paper
in o2 are retrieved. The set of attribute-value pairs
of each common instance is retrieved and becomes
a feature in the feature-selection algorithm. If the
attribute-value pair: (o2:accepted,true) is selected by
the algorithm, the correspondence (o1:AcceptedPaper,
∃o2:accepted.{true}, ≡) is output.

Ontologies Alignment Tool (OAT) [60], OWL Ontol-
ogy to OWL Ontology, (s:c), (c:s), (c:c) The Ontolo-
gies Alignment Tool (OAT) presented in [60] presents
a semi-automatic complex matcher. The user can in-
put correspondences through a graphical interface by
instantiating correspondence patterns. For each of the
two ontologies, the automatic matcher creates a set of
expressions following a list of patterns (object prop-
erty range restriction, inverse property, etc.). These ex-
pressions from the two ontologies are then compared
by their entities’ labels. If the similarity between two
expressions is above a threshold, a correspondence
putting these two expressions together is suggested to
the user who can validate or invalidate it. The con-
fidence of the correspondence is then set to respec-
tively 1 or 0 and propagated to the other correspon-
dences. For example, the system finds that the domain
restriction dom(o1:Paper)u o1:hasAuthor is similar to
the single property o2:writtenBy, the following corre-
spondence is output: (dom(o1:Paper) u o1:hasAuthor,
o2:writtenBy, ≡). The system confidence associated
to this correspondence is a weighted average of the
similarity (or system confidence value) of the prop-
erties (o1:hasAuthor,o2:writtenBy), of their respective
domains (or domain restrictions) (o1:Paper, o2:Paper)
and ranges (o1:Author, o2:Paper_Author). For ex-
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ample, the initial system confidence of (o1:Author,
o2:Paper_Author, ≡) is 0.6. If the user validates
this correspondence, it becomes 1. Then, the sys-
tem confidence of (dom(o1:Paper)u o1:hasAuthor,
o2:writtenBy, ≡) is updated to take into account this
new range confidence value. The user can also manu-
ally add new correspondences.

iMAP, Dhamankar et al. [78] Relational database
schema to relational database schema, (c:s) The iMAP
system [78] uses a set of searchers to discover sim-
ple and complex correspondences between relational
database schemata. The validity of each correspon-
dence is then checked by a similarity estimator based
on the columns’ name similarity and a Naive-Bayes
classifier trained on the target data. The correspon-
dences are finally presented to a user who validates or
invalidates them. Each searcher implements a specific
strategy. Some of the searchers use atomic patterns for
correspondence detection. For instance, the numeric,
category and schema mismatch searchers look for cor-
respondences fitting given atomic patterns. The pat-
terns of the numeric searcher are equation templates
given by the user or from previous matches. The cat-
egory correspondence looks for equivalent attribute-
value pairs for attributes having a small set of possi-
ble values. The schema mismatch searcher looks for
correspondences in which an attribute of the source
schema has a true value if it appears in a list of at-
tributes in the target schema. Examples of category and
schema mismatch correspondences are presented in
Example 5. These searchers base their confidence in a
correspondence on the data value distribution using the
Kullback-Leibler divergence measure. The unit con-
version searcher is based on string recognition rules
in the attributes’ names and data (such as "$", "hour",
"kg", etc.). The searcher finds the best match function
from a predefined set of conversion functions.

Example 5. Category searcher correspondence
between schemata describing papers and their accep-
tance status:
(∃ s1:accepted.{true}, ∃ s2:accepted.{1}, ≡)
Schema mismatch correspondence between schemata
describing a conference participant status:
(∃s1:actions.{early-registration}, ∃s2:early-
registration.{true}, ≡)
This correspondence means that the target attribute
s2:early-registration is assigned a “true” value
if “early-registration” appears in the list of the
participant’s actions from the source schema.

KAOM, Jiang et al. [77] OWL ontology to OWL on-
tology, (s:c) (c:s) (c:c) KAOM generates transforma-
tion function correspondences and logical relation cor-
respondences. As the iMap’s system [78], KAOM im-
plements different matching strategies: one for detect-
ing transformation function correspondences, the other
for logical relation correspondences. Here we present
its transformation function correspondence detection
approach, as it uses an atomic pattern. The logical re-
lation correspondence approach is presented in §5.5.
The atomic pattern used is a positive linear transforma-
tion function between numerical data properties o1:a
and o2:b of respectively o1 and o2. A Kullback-Leibler
divergence measure on the data values is used to define
the coefficient coe f f of the linear transformation.

BootOX, Jimenez-Ruiz et al. [79] Relational database
schema to OWL ontology, (c:s) The BootOX approach
[79] produces correspondences between a relational
database schema and a target ontology via the creation
of a “bootstrapped” ontology. The approach proceeds
in two phases. In the first phase, an ontology is boot-
strapped (created/extracted) from a relational database
schema based on a set of patterns. For example, a non-
binary relation table in the source schema produces a
class in the bootstrapped ontology. The patterns used
in this approach lead to the creation of axioms in-
volving class restrictions in the bootstrapped ontol-
ogy. R2RML correspondences between the relational
database and its bootstrapped ontology are the result of
this phase. This bootstrapped ontology is then aligned
with the LogMap [81] matcher to the target ontology.
LogMap relies on linguistic and structural information
to perform the matching. Put together, the transforma-
tion rules from RDB to ontology and the Logmap on-
tology alignment form a complex alignment between
the RDB and the target ontology.

Other systems can bootstrap ontologies from rela-
tional database schemata [82, 83] but their aim is not
to align the schema to an existing ontology. They are
therefore out of the scope of this study. In this survey,
BootOX is considered with its LogMap extension.

5.2. Composite patterns

Composite pattern-based approaches often focus on
one or two patterns. Table 5 presents the different com-
posite patterns detected by the approaches.

Some approaches iteratively construct the mem-
ber(s) of the correspondence [78, 84, 86, 87, 91] (text
searcher of iMap). Others first discover atomic pat-
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Table 5
Composite patterns per approach. A, B, C are classes, a, b, c, d are properties, v1, v2, v3, v4 are values (instances or literals)

Work Composite pattern Pattern form

Parundekar2012 [84] Disjunction of attribute-value pairs (∃o1:a.{v1}, ∃o2:b.{v2,v3,. . . }, ≡)

Parundekar2010 [85] Conjunction of attribute-value pairs
(∃o1:a.{v1} u ∃o1:b.{v2} u . . . , ∃o2:c.{v3} u
∃o2:d.{v4} u . . . , ≡)

Doan2003 (CGLUE) [86] Class unions (o1:A, o2:B t o2:C t . . . , ≡)

Kaabi2012 (ARCMA) [87] Class intersection (o1:A, o2:B u o2:C u . . . , v)

Boukottaya2005 [88]
String concatenation (o1:a, concatenation(o2:b, o2:c, . . . ), ≡)

Subset merging (o1:a, o2:b t o2:c t . . . , ≡)

Dhamankar2004 (iMAP) [78] String concatenation (o1:a, concatenation(o2:b, o2:c, . . . ), ≡)

Xu2003 [89]
String concatenation (o1:a, concatenation(o2:b, o2:c, . . . ), ≡)

Subset merging (o1:a, o2:b t o2:c t . . . , ≡)

Xu2006 [90]
String concatenation (o1:a, concatenation(o2:b, o2:c, . . . ), ≡)

Subset merging (o1:a, o2:b t o2:c t . . . , ≡)

Warren2006 [91]
String concatenation of attribute
substrings

(o1:a, concatenation(substr(o2:b), substr(o2:c), . . . ), ≡)

Arnold2013 (COMA++) [92] String concatenation (o1:a, concatenation(o2:b, o2:c, . . . ), ≡)

Wu2004 [93]
Annotated sets of properties (is-a
or aggregate)

({o1:a}, is-a{o2:b, o2:c, . . .}, ≡) ; ({o1:a},
aggregate{o2:b, o2:c, . . .}, ≡)

Svab2009 [94]
N-ary to N-ary Structure matching, see Fig. 3
N-ary to object property

Saleem2008 (PORSCHE) [95] Bag of properties/blocks ({o1:a}, {o2:b, o2:c, . . .}, ≡)

He2004 (DCM) [96] Bag of properties/blocks ({o1:a}, {o2:b, o2:c, . . .}, ≡)

Su2006 (HSM) [97] Bag of properties/blocks ({o1:a, o1:b, . . .}, {o2:c, o2:d, . . .}, ≡)

tern correspondences and merge them in a final (non-
iterative) step [85, 92]. Approaches use graph-pattern
matching either as detection conditions [88, 93–95] or
over the properties of a mediating ontology [78, 89, 90]
(iMap’s date searcher). Finally, [96, 97] start by group-
ing schema attributes before matching the groups.
Even though the holistic approaches [96, 97] produce
block correspondences (of properties only), it has been
decided that these two approaches are composite pat-
tern driven as the grouping phase follows a repetitive
pattern. Some approaches search for composite pat-
terns inside a tree structure [88–90, 95]. These ap-
proaches could also be classified into the tree-based
category. However, as their matching process relies
on the identification of a composite pattern in those
trees, they were classified in this category. In [94], the
approach detects and matches N-ary relation reifica-
tions between ontologies. The N-ary relation contains
a repetitive pattern, therefore [94] was classified in this
category.

Parundekar et al. [84] OWL ontology to OWL on-
tology, (s:c) (c:s) In this approach proposed by Parun-
dekar et al. [84], the type of correspondences sought
is an attribute-value pair matched with an attribute

and a union of its acceptable values. In the first step,
the approach finds correspondences between attribute-
value pairs from the linked instances of the two ontolo-
gies (instances linked with owl:sameAs predicate). The
number of instances sharing both attribute-value pairs
defines whether the correspondence has a subsumption
or equivalence relation. The second step of is, for each
subsumption correspondence of the previous step, to
merge in a union all the attribute-pairs with a common
attribute. The relation of the new correspondence is
then re-evaluated according to the number of instances
for each member. The following example shows the
two-step approach.

Example 6. First step output:
(∃o1:accepted.{true}, ∃o2:hasStatus.{accepted}, w)
(∃o1:accepted.{true}, ∃o2:hasStatus.{camera-ready},
w)
Second step output:
(∃o1:accepted.{true}, ∃o2:hasStatus.{accepted, camera-
ready}, ≡)

Parundekar et al. [85] OWL ontology to OWL on-
tology, (s:c) (c:s) (c:c) Parundekar et al. [85] look for
conjunctions of attribute-value pairs, for instance cor-
respondences of the form (∃o1:a.{v1} u ∃o1:b.{v2}
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u . . . , ∃o2:c.{v3} u ∃o2:d.{v4} u . . . , ≡) with o1:a,
o1:b, o2:c, o2:d properties and the vi∈n constant val-
ues: instances or literals. The approach starts with
pre-processing the two knowledge-bases described by
o1 and o2. Only the common instances are kept. Prop-
erties that cannot contribute to the alignment are man-
ually removed (i.e., properties from a different do-
main than the common scope of the ontologies and
inverse functional properties). A set of first corre-
spondences (the seed hypotheses) are created between
attribute-value pairs. An example of a seed hypothesis
is (∃o1:hasDecision.{accept}, ∃o2:accepted.{true},
≡). Starting from these seed hypotheses, the ap-
proach implements a heuristic in-depth-first explo-
ration of the search space (all the possible conjunc-
tions of attribute-value pairs). The search space is
considered as a tree, the root being a seed hypoth-
esis. Each node is an extended version of its par-
ent: an attribute-value pair is added to one member
of the parent (e.g., ∃o1:submitted.{true} has been
added to the source member of the seed hypothesis:
(∃o1:hasDecision.{accept} u ∃o1:submitted.{true},
∃o2:accepted.{true}, ≡). The search-tree is pruned
following rules based on the variation of instances de-
scribed by each member. For example if the attribute-
value added in a node is too restrictive or if the support
of the ancestor node is the same as the current node,
the children of the current node are not explored. The
final set of correspondences is filtered to avoid redun-
dancy. The number of instances of each member will
determine the correspondence’s relation.

CGLUE, Doan et al. [86] DL ontology to DL on-
tology, (s:c) The GLUE system [86] is specialised in
detecting (s:s) correspondences between ontologies’
classes using machine learning techniques such as
joint probability distribution. CGLUE, also presented
in [86], is an extension of the GLUE system. It can
detect (s:c) class unions in class hierarchies such as
(o1:Document, o2:Paper t o2:Poster t . . . ,≡). To de-
tect these unions, the authors make the assumption
that the subclasses of a class represent a partition of
this class. To find a correspondence to a source class
o1:Document, each class-union of o2 is considered a
potential candidate. The first candidates are the set of
single classes of o2. An adapted beam search finds the
k best candidates according to a similarity score given
by the GLUE system. The k best candidates are then
expanded as unions with the classes of o2 until no im-
provement is obtained on the similarity score.

ARCMA, Kaabi et Gargouri [87] OWL ontology to
OWL ontology, (s:c) Kaabi et Gargouri [87] propose
ARCMA (Association Rules Complex Matching Ap-
proach) to find correspondences of the form (o1:A,
o2:B u o2:C u . . . , v). A set of terms is associated
with each class: the terms are extracted from the anno-
tations, labels, instance values, instance labels of this
class and its subclasses. The detection of the corre-
spondences rely on existing simple correspondences:
each class of the right member (o2:B, o2:C, ...) must
be equivalent to a parent of o1:A. The correspondences
are then filtered based on a value measuring how the
sets of terms of each member overlap. The following
example presents how a correspondence is detected by
this approach.

Example 7. Let o1:AuthorAndReviewer be a sub-
class of o1:Author and o1:Reviewer. Simple correspon-
dences, between o1and o2 are given:

– (o1:Author, o2:Author, ≡)
– (o1:Reviewer, o2:Reviewer, ≡)

With the overlap of terms associated with
o1:AuthorAndReviewer and the terms of respectively
o2:Author and o2:Reviewer, the following corre-
spondence can be output: (o1:AuthorAndReviewer,
o2:Author u o2:Reviewer, v)

Boukottaya and Vanoirbeek [88] XML schema to
XML schema, (s:c) (c:s) (c:c) Boukottaya et Vanoir-
beek [88] propose an XML schema matching ap-
proach based on the schema tree and linguistic layer
of the schema. This approach finds simple and com-
plex correspondences. The complex correspondences
follow a few patterns such as merge/split, union/selec-
tion and join. The first step calculates a similarity be-
tween nodes of the source and target schemata. A lin-
guistic similarity is calculated. A datatype similarity
is then computed for the linguistically similar nodes.
The union/selection and merge/split correspondences
are detected based on graph-mapping. Union/selection
correspondences are detected when nodes have a com-
mon abstract type (based on their WordNet similarity)
which matches a node from the other schema. Merge/s-
plit are computed when a leaf node matches a non-leaf
node. The correspondences are filtered based on their
structural context: ancestors and children nodes. The
access path of each node is written in the final corre-
spondences.

Example 8. If a node o1:address of the source schema
with children leaf nodes (o1:street, o1:city) matches a
leaf node o2:address of the target schema, then a con-
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catenation of the children nodes can be matched to the
target node:
(concatenation(o1:street, o1:city), o2:address, ≡)

If two nodes o1:Journal-Article and o1:Conference-
Article from the source ontology have a common ab-
stract super node (computed from WordNet): Article
and that o2:Article matches this super node, a union
pattern is detected:
(o1:Journal-Articlet o1:Conference-Article, o2:Article,
≡)

COMA++, Arnold [92] Document-oriented schema
to document-oriented schema, (s:c) As an improve-
ment to the COMA system [98], Arnold [92] dis-
cusses a solution based on a lexical strategy on the
schemata attribute names: several (s:s) attribute cor-
respondences with the same attribute as target (or
source), could be merged into a complex one. The ini-
tial approach generates simple correspondences with
expressive relations such as meronymy part-of or
holonymy has-a besides usual relations (w,v,≡). The
extension for transforming the simple correspondences
into a complex one can take into account the type of
attribute (e.g., concatenation for a string attribute or
sum for a numeric attribute). The following example
shows a complex correspondence inferred from simple
correspondences.

Example 9. Part-of correspondences with same target
member:

– (s1:firstName, s2:fullName, part-of)
– (s1:lastName, s2:fullName, part-of)

Aggregation in a new correspondence:
(concatenation(s1:firstName, s1:lastName), s2:fullName,
≡)

iMAP, Dhamankar et al. [78] Relational database
schema to relational database schema, (c:s) As seen
in the previous section, the iMAP system [78] uses a
set of searchers to discover simple and complex cor-
respondences between relational database schemata.
Some of the searchers use composite patterns for cor-
respondence detection. For instance, the text searcher
looks for correspondences between an attribute from
the target schema and concatenation of string attributes
from the source schema. This searcher starts from
ranking all possible simple correspondences between
attributes. For this, a Naive-Bayes classifier is trained
on the target data values to classify whether a given
value can be from the target attribute. The average
score given by this classifier to a correspondence is
used for the ranking. Once the k best simple corre-

spondences are selected, the process is reiterated but
with combinations of concatenations of the selected
source attribute and other source attributes as base cor-
respondences. These new correspondences are scored,
selected, and so on.

Another searcher implements a composite pattern
search: the date searcher. It uses a date ontology as
mediating schema containing date concepts (e.g., date,
month, year) and the relations between them (e.g., con-
catenation, subset). The attributes of each schema are
matched to the date ontology’s entities and the re-
lations between them are reported as transformation
functions in the resulting correspondence. The date on-
tology contains the composite patterns which are dis-
covered by simple graph matching.

Xu and Embley [89, 90] Conceptual model to con-
ceptual model, (s:c) (c:s) Xu and Embley [89] propose
a similar approach to iMap’s date matcher. It uses a
user-specified domain ontology as mediator between
the two conceptual models to be aligned. This ontol-
ogy contains relations between concepts such as com-
position, subsumption, etc. It is populated thanks to
regular expressions applied on source and target data.
Simple correspondences (equivalence or subsumption)
are first detected using recognition of expected value
techniques between the source conceptual model (resp.
target) entities and the ontology’s concepts. These sim-
ple correspondences are kept for the next phase if
the number of common values between the concep-
tual model entity and the ontology concept are above a
threshold.

The relation between the ontology concepts in sim-
ple correspondences will become the transformation
functions between the attributes they are linked to. For
example, s:street s:city are two entities from the source
conceptual model and t:address is an entity from the
target conceptual model. In the first matching phase,
simple correspondences are drawn with concepts from
the mediating ontology o:

– (o:Address, t:address, ≡)
– (o:Street, t:street, ≡)
– (o:City, t:city, ≡)

In o, the concept o:Address has a composition relation
with the concepts o:Street, o:City. Therefore, the out-
put complex correspondence will state that t:address is
a string concatenation of s:street and s:city.

The later version of Xu and Embley’s approach [90]
completes this work with two new confidence calcula-
tions for simple attribute matching. The two new cal-
culations do not consider a mediating ontology.
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Warren and Tompa [91] Table schema to table
schema, (c:s) Warren and Tompa [91] focus on find-
ing correspondences between string columns of tab-
ular data. They deal with correspondences that trans-
late a concatenation of column sub-strings. The ap-
proach starts by ranking the source columns accord-
ing to the q-grams (sequence of q characters) of its
values found in the target column. Then it looks for
matched instances (rows) according to a tf-idf formula
on co-occurring q-grams. The source column that has
the smallest editing distance from the target column is
put in an initial translation rule. This translation rule
is then iteratively refined with addition of sub-strings
from other source columns.

Example 10. A correspondence output by this ap-
proach could be:
(concatenation(substr(o1:firstName,1),
substr(o1:lastName,6)), o2:username, ≡), with sub-
str(x,n) a function giving the first n characters of the
string x.

Šváb-Zamazal and Svátek [94] OWL ontology to
OWL ontology, (s:c),(c:s),(c:c) This approach is based
on structural and naming conditions to detect N-ary
relation patterns as defined by the Semantic Web Best
Practice (SWBP)3 in the aligned ontologies. First, rei-
fied N-ary relations are sought in the ontologies with
the help of a lexico-structural pattern. The fragment
of ontology represented in Figure 3a shows an N-
ary relation between a reviewer, a paper and its re-
view appreciation. This pattern consists in an inter-
mediate concept (here o1:Review) representing the re-
lation between a domain o1:Reviewer and N ranges
o1:Appreciation, o1:Paper. Once the N-ary relations
are detected in the source and target ontologies, a simi-
larity measure is computed between the source and tar-
get patterns. This similarity is an aggregation of the la-
bel similarities of the concepts in the N-ary relations. If
the similarity is above a threshold, a structure to struc-
ture correspondence is created. The N-ary relations are
also matched to object properties by comparing their
labels and domain/range compatibility. Figure 3 shows
an example of an N-ary relation (3a) and correspond-
ing object properties (3b). The structure to structure
correspondences cannot be interpreted.

3https://www.w3.org/TR/swbp-n-aryRelations/

Reviewer Review

Paper

Appreciation
giveReview

reviewAppreciation

reviewOfPaper

(a) o1

Reviewer Paper

reviewsPaper

(b) o2

Fig. 3. N-ary relation pattern

PORSCHE, Saleem et al. [95] XML schema to XML
schema, (s:c) (c:s) PORSCHE (Performance ORi-
ented SCHEma Matching) [95] matches a set of XML
schema trees (schemata with a single root) simulta-
neously. It is a holistic approach. This approach out-
puts a mediating schema (all the schemata merged) as
well as correspondences from each source schema to
the mediating schema. An initial mediating schema is
chosen among the source schema trees. It is then ex-
tended by the approach. For each node of each schema,
the approach tries to find a corresponding node in the
mediating schema. The tokenised labels of the nodes
are compared with the help of an abbreviation table.
The context of a node is also taken into account for the
merging, where the ancestors of the nodes must match.
The pattern used for the detection of the complex cor-
respondences is: if a non-leaf node (e.g., s1:address) is
similar to a leaf node (e.g., s2:address), a (c:s) corre-
spondence is created between the leaf node s2:address
and the leaf nodes descending from s1:address (e.g.,
s1:street, s1:city). The correspondences produced are
coherent (leaves with leaves) but approximate. Indeed,
the context of a node is not checked in the case of
a (s:c) leaf-non-leaf correspondence. No transforma-
tion function is specified in the correspondence. They
come as un-annotated sets of properties. For example,
({s1:street,s1:city}, {s2:address}, ≡) could be an out-
put correspondence.
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The following two approaches are also holistic: they
match many schemata simultaneously. They rely on
web query interfaces.

DCM, He et al. [96] Table schema to Table schema,
(s:c) (c:s) (c:c) DCM (Dual Correlation Mining) [96]
is a holistic schema matching system. It aligns at-
tribute names of Web Forms. It uses data-mining tech-
niques (positive and negative correlation mining) on
a corpus of web query interfaces to discover com-
plex correspondences. The approach uses attribute co-
occurrence frequency as a feature for the correla-
tion algorithm. The first step of the algorithm is to
mine frequently co-occurring attributes from the web
query interfaces. These attributes are put together as
groups (e.g., {s1:firstName, s1:lastName}). In the sec-
ond step, each set of co-occurring attributes (e.g.,
{s1:firstName, s1:lastName}) is put in correspondence
with sets of attributes which do not often co-occur
with them (e.g., {s2:author}). The correspondences
are then filtered according to their confidence (nega-
tive co-occurrence) value, or aggregated if they have
a common attribute: if ({s1:firstName, s1:lastName},
{s2:author}, ≡) and ({s2:author}, {s3:writer}, ≡),
then ({s1 :firstName, s1:lastName}, {s2 :author},
{s3 :writer}, ≡). As this approach is holistic, the cor-
respondences are not limited to two members. A holis-
tic approach reduces the bias of one-to-one schema
matching as errors can be overcome by the number
of correct correlations mined. However, only the at-
tributes present on the web query interfaces can be in-
volved in the correspondences.

HSM, Su et al. [97] Table schema to Table schema,
(s:c) (c:s) (c:c) HSM (Holistic Schema Matching) [97]
is very similar to DCM [96] as it considers schema
matching as a whole. It finds synonyms and group-
ing attributes based on their co-occurrence frequency
and proximity in the web query interfaces. Two scores
are computed between attributes : synonym scores (the
confidence that two fields may refer to the same con-
cept or thing) and grouping scores (confidence that
two concepts are complementary to one-another). The
algorithm then goes through the synonym scores in
decreasing order and adds new correspondences to
the alignment. If an attribute is a synonym of an at-
tribute already involved in a correspondence, it may be
added to an existing group of attributes according to its
grouping score with them.

Example 11. The approach explores the synonyms:
s1:firstName is found to be a synonym of s2:author.

The following groups are formed:
({s1:firstName}, {s2:author}, ≡)
Then, s1:lastName is found to be a synonym of s2:author.
Because s1:lastName and s1:firstName have a good
grouping score, s1:lastName is added to the corre-
spondence as follows:
({s1:firstName, s1:lastName}, {s2:author}, ≡)

Wu et al. [93] Table schema to table schema, (s:c)
(c:s) Wu et al. [93] propose a clustering approach to
find attribute correspondences based on web query in-
terfaces. It considers the hierarchical structure of an
HTML form. It also considers the values taken in the
table rows as the domain of an attribute.

The first step consists in finding complex corre-
spondences of the form (s:c) or (c:s) in which the
attribute in the simple member is called the single-
ton attribute and the attributes in the complex mem-
ber, the grouped attributes. Two types of correspon-
dences are sought: aggregate and is-a. An aggre-
gate correspondence shows a value concatenation:
({date}, aggregate{day,month,year}, ≡). A is-a cor-
respondence shows a union, sum, etc. of these val-
ues: ({passengers}, is-a{adults,children,seniors}, ≡).
The detection conditions of these correspondences are
based on the hierarchy of the web form attributes: the
label of the parent node of the grouped attributes must
be similar to that of the singleton attribute. For is-a,
the grouped attributes’ domains must be similar to the
singleton’s, whereas for aggregate, the domain of each
grouped attribute must be similar to a subset of the
singleton attribute’s domain.

A clustering technique then computes simple cor-
respondences in a holistic manner between the inter-
faces. Simple correspondences and preliminary com-
plex correspondences are merged. Other complex
correspondences may be inferred from this merging
phase. Even if the simple matching process is holis-
tic, the detection of the complex correspondences is
made interface to interface. Thus, the output corre-
spondences are schema to schema.

The final step of the approach is user refinement.
The system asks the user questions to refine the align-
ment and tune the parameters of the clustering algo-
rithm and similarity calculation.

5.3. Path

A specificity of the path-based approaches is that
they all rely on simple correspondences (at instance
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or ontology level). Some of them discover these sim-
ple correspondences themselves as a preliminary step
[99, 100], others take them as input [58, 71, 101, 102].
Most approaches perform the path search on the graph-
like or tree-like structure of the schemata/ontologies
directly whereas [102] creates a mapping graph on
which the search will be performed.

An et al. [101] Document-oriented schema to CML
ontology, (s:c) An et al. [101] map a web query form
to a CML ontology. The attribute and fieldset names
of the form are transformed into a form tree (derived
from HTML), similar to an XML schema tree. The al-
gorithm takes the form tree, the ontology and simple
correspondences between the form tree and the ontol-
ogy as input. The first step of the algorithm is to find
for each edge of the form tree between two nodes, all
sub-graphs Gi (as minimum spanning Steiner trees) in
the ontology (e.g., in a book related web form an edge
can link the node s:book to its sub-node s:author).
The sub-graphs are property chains in the target ontol-
ogy between two nodes (classes) o:Book and o:Author
such that (s:book, o:Book, ≡) and (s:author, o:Author,
≡) are two simple correspondences given in the in-
put. The goal of the algorithm is to output the most
(or k-most) probable sub-graphs for the given form
tree. To compute the probability of a sub-graph given
a form tree, a model is trained with machine learning
techniques. The training corpus is composed of web
query interfaces annotated with the target ontology.
The model is based on a Naive Bayesian approach and
m-estimate probabilities to approximate the sub-graph
probability given a form tree.

Clio, Miller et al. [71], Yan et al. [58] Relational
database schema to relational database schema, (s:c)
(c:s) (c:c) Based on structural information of rela-
tional database schemata, the Clio system4 [58, 71]
is one of the first systems to consider the creation
of complex correspondences between schemata. The
user must input value correspondences: functions link-
ing one or many attributes (e.g., (s1:Parent1.Salary
+ s1:Parent2.Salary, s2:Student.FamilyIncome, ≡)).
Used for populating target schemata with source data,
it provides the user with a framework for alignment
creation. Clio discovers formal queries from these
value correspondences. The formal queries are de-
fined step-by-step with the user by presenting him or
her with potential query graphs between attributes:

4http://www.almaden.ibm.com/cs/projects/criollo/

trees from the data source schema structure. Clio helps
the user find simple, path relation and value transfor-
mation correspondences with data visualisation, data
walk and data chase. The alignments are automatically
transformed into SQL queries. The SQL queries trans-
form the source data into target schema. The user can
refine and extend the alignments (queries) with filters
and joins. The Clio system is user-oriented: the user
intervenes at every step of the matching process. What
Clio does automatically is find the path between the at-
tributes and tables to complete the input value corre-
spondences. It also automatically transforms the corre-
spondences into SQL queries.

Ontograte, Qin et al. [99], Dou et al. [100] OWL
ontology to OWL ontology, (c:c) OntoGrate [99] is
a framework that mines frequent queries and outputs
them as conjunctive first-order logic formulae. The
system can deal with ontology matching [99] and was
adapted to relational database schema matching in
[100] by transforming the relational database schema
into a database ontology. In OntoGrate, the first step
of the matching algorithm is to generate simple cor-
respondences at ontology level. An object reconcilia-
tion phase then aligns instances from source and tar-
get knowledge bases. The instance correspondences
from the object reconciliation fuel the simple corre-
spondence generation. The algorithm iterates on both
steps (simple correspondence generation and object
reconciliation) until no new instance correspondence
or simple correspondence is discovered. Once the sim-
ple correspondences are found, a group generator pro-
cess generates groups of entities closely related to
a source property. The group generation is done by
exploring the ontology graph and finding a path be-
tween entities (e.g., classes) linked by a simple prop-
erty/property correspondence (the property/property
correspondence can be data-property/data-property or
object-property/object-property). The path-finding al-
gorithm is an exploration algorithm of the two ontol-
ogy graphs where classes are the nodes and proper-
ties (object properties, data properties, subclass rela-
tions and super-class relations) are the edges. The on-
tology graphs are explored until two nodes, one in the
source path and one in the target path, are found which
were matched in the first steps of the matching pro-
cess. The final steps of the matching process is Multi-
Relational Data Mining (MRDM) to retrieve frequent
queries among the matched instances for the given en-
tity groups. If the support of a query is above a thresh-
old, the query is considered frequent and kept. The fre-

http://www.almaden.ibm.com/cs/projects/criollo/
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quent queries are then refined and formalised into first-
order logic formulae.

Example 12. The simple matching phase computed:
– (o1:Person, o2:Person, ≡)
– (o1:email, o2:contactEmail, ≡)

However, the last correspondence is wrong as it is and
considered incomplete because

– o1:Person is the domain of o1:email
– o2:Paper is the domain of o2:contactEmail

The group entity algorithm starts with the following
entity groups:

– source: {o1:Person,o1:email}
– target: {o2:Paper, o2:contactEmail}

The process searches both ontologies so that two
equivalent classes can be found in the groups: the
o2:writes property and its domain o2:Paper are added
to the target group:

– source: {o1:Person,o1:email}
– target: {o2:Person,o2:writes,o2:Paper, o2:contactEmail}

If the matched instances give the entity groups enough
support, the following correspondence is output:
(dom(o1:Person) u o1:email , (dom(o2:Person) u
o2:writes) ◦ (dom(o2:Paper) u o2:contactEmail), ≡)

An and Song [102] CML ontology to CML ontology,
(c:c) An and Song [102] introduce the concept of map-
ping graph between two ontologies in CML language.
This process relies on a simple alignment between the
concepts of the ontologies. The first step of the ap-
proach is to generate the mapping graph between the
ontologies. The nodes of a mapping graph represent
pairs of concepts from the two ontologies. For example
(o1:Reviewer, o2:Reviewer) and (o1:Paper, o2:Paper)
are two nodes of the mapping graph. The weighted
edges of the mapping graph are defined according to
the presence and nature of the relations between the
concerned concepts in the conceptual models. Once
the mapping graph is generated, a Dijkstra algorithm is
used to find the smallest path (with maximum weights)
between nodes that appear in an input simple align-
ment. If the simple alignment states that (o1:Reviewer,
o2:Reviewer, ≡) and (o1:Paper, o2:Paper, ≡), then the
approach will look for a path between (o1:Reviewer,
o2:Reviewer) and (o1:Paper,o2:Paper).

Example 13. If (o1:Reviewer, o2:Reviewer, ≡) and
(o1:Paper, o2:Paper, ≡) are two correspondences
in an input alignment, a path between the nodes
(o1:Reviewer,o2:Reviewer) and (o1:Paper,o2:Paper) of
the mapping graph will be sought. The mapping graph
edges are products of the source and target relations,

as well as identity, subclass-of, part-of properties. A
path in the mapping graph could be as follows, where
the nodes are marked between parenthesis ( ) and the
edges between brackets - -[]- ->.

(o1:Reviewer,o2:Reviewer)
--[o1:reviewerOf,o2:writesReview]-->

(o1:Paper,o2:Review)
--[Identity,o2:reviewOf]-->

(o1:Paper,o2:Paper)

The correspondence translating this path is
(dom(o1:Reviewer) u o1:reviewerOf u
range(o1:Paper), (dom(o2:Reviewer) u
o2:writesReview u range(o2:Review)) ◦ (o2:reviewOf
u range(o2:Paper)), ≡).

5.4. Tree

While some approaches [59, 103, 104] rely on a se-
mantic tree derived from the schema, the approaches
focusing on structural transformations between two
trees (addition of a node, deletion of an attribute, etc.)
such as [105, 106] often rely on tree-structure. How-
ever, they are out of the scope of this study as they are
part of the ontology evolution field. Other approaches
such as [107, 108] use tree-based algorithms such as
genetic programming. However they do not consider
the schemata or ontologies as trees and therefore are
not classified in this category.

MapOnto, An et al. [103, 104] Relational database
schema to CML ontology [103], XML schema to OWL
ontology [104], (c:c) MapOnto5 [103, 104], a work of
An et al. is inspired from Clio in terms of path find-
ing and tree construction. The approaches focus on
aligning a source schema to a target ontology. Two ap-
proaches were proposed: a relational database schema
to ontology [103] and an XML schema to ontology
[104]. Both approaches take simple correspondences
between the schema attributes and the ontology data-
properties as input. These matching techniques con-
struct a conjunctive first-order formula composed of
target ontology entities to match a table (relational
database) or element trees (XML) from the source
schema. The production of the logical formula (pre-
sented as a semantic tree in [103]) differs between
the two approaches because of the different nature of
the schemata. However, both approaches look for the
smallest tree spanning all the attributes of the schema.
A set of the most “reasonable” alignments are output

5http://www.cs.torOnto.edu/semanticweb/mapOnto/

http://www.cs.torOnto.edu/semanticweb/mapOnto/
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for the user to choose among. These techniques output
(c:c) correspondences because a whole table (or ele-
ment tree) is transformed in each correspondence.

Example 14. Let PAPERS(id,title,accepted) be a ta-
ble from a relational database schema. The following
translation rule to map the PAPERS table to an ontol-
ogy o can be output by this approach:
PAPERS(id,title,author)⇒ o:Paper(x)∧ o:paperId(x,id)
∧ o:title(x,title) ∧ o:Author(y) ∧ o:authorOf(x,y) ∧
o:name(y,author)

KARMA, Knoblock et al. [59, 109] Table schema,
Relational database schema, XML schema, JSON
schema to OWL ontology, (s:c),(c:s),(c:c) KARMA6

[59, 109] is a semi-automatic relational database
schema to ontology matching system. Other types of
structured data such as JSON or XML files can be pro-
cessed by KARMA: they are transformed into a rela-
tional data model in a first step following a few rules.
KARMA has two parts: a structured data to ontology
matching part presented in [59] and a programming-
by-example algorithm [109] to create data transforma-
tion functions which falls in the No structure category.
The structured data to ontology approach is similar to
those of An et al. [103, 104] as it is based on a Steiner-
tree algorithm and outputs FOL-like formula as align-
ments (as in example 14). It can be categorised as
Tree based and will output (c:c) correspondences. The
matching process is articulated in 4 steps during which
the user can intervene to correct or refine the corre-
spondences. The first step consists in finding corre-
spondences between the columns of one of the source
database tables and the target ontology. The ontology
member of the correspondence can be a class or a pair
of property-domain or subclass of domain. These cor-
respondences are found using a conditional random
field trained with labelled data (column names, values
and associated ontology entity). The training labelled
data can be obtained from previous user assignments
or generated using feature vectors based on the names
and values of the columns. The second step consists in
constructing a graph linking the ontology entities from
the previous step together by using object properties
and hierarchical relations of the ontology. The reach-
able classes from the ontology are added as nodes of
the graph. The user can edit the graph by changing
the correspondences with the ontology, edges of the
graphs. The user can also generate multiple instances

6https://github.com/usc-isi-i2/Web-Karma

of a class. In the third step, a Steiner-tree algorithm
looks for the minimum-weight tree in the graph that
spans all nodes. Finally, the computed Steiner-tree is
transformed into a FOL-like formula as target mem-
ber of the correspondence (as a translation rule). The
translation rule from Example 14 could be output by
KARMA.

5.5. No structure

The approaches described in this section do not fol-
low any of the above structures. While [110] is based
on Inductive Logic Programming and builds its cor-
respondences in an ad hoc manner, [111] relies on
competency questions and common instance predi-
cates, [77] uses Markov Logic Networks for combina-
torial exploration, [112] uses classifying techniques to
generate block correspondences, [78] uses a numeric
searcher using context-free grammar for equation dis-
covery, [109] applies a user-driven programming-by-
example strategy and finally [107, 108] use genetic
programming to combine data value transformation
functions.

Hu et al. [110] OWL ontology to OWL ontology, (s:c)
The approach proposed by Hu et al. [110] uses Induc-
tive Logic Programming (ILP) techniques to discover
complex alignments. This technique is inspired by
Stuckenschmidt et al. [113]. The approach is based on
the common instances of a source and a target ontol-
ogy. It outputs Horn-rules of the form A∧B∧C∧ ...→
D with A, B,C... source entities represented as first-
order predicates and D a target entity as a first-order
predicate. The Horn-rule contains two parts: the body
on the left side of the implication and the head on the
right side. Three phases compose the approach. In the
first, the instances of the two ontologies are matched.
In the second called data-tailoring, instances and at-
tributes from their context (relations, data-properties,
other linked instances, etc.) are chosen for each tar-
get entity. The purpose of this phase is to eliminate ir-
relevant data. The last phase is the mapping learning
phase. For each target entity, a new Horn-rule is cre-
ated with this target entity as head predicate. Then iter-
atively, the predicate with the highest information gain
score is added to the body of the Horn-rule. During
this process, the variables of the Horn-rule are bound
according to the instances and their context. The infor-
mation gain metric involved in the process is based on
the number of facts (instances or instance pairs) which
support the correspondence or not.

https://github.com/usc-isi-i2/Web-Karma
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Example 15. At the first iteration of the process, the
head of the Horn-rule is set to a predicate (unary or
binary) and the body of the Horn-rule is empty. Let us
consider the case when the Horn-rule head is a binary
predicate:
∀x,y,→ o2:reviewerOf(x,y)

All possible pairs of common instances are classified
as positive binding or negative binding with regards
to whether they instantiate o2:reviewerOf or not. The
predicate with the biggest information gain (calculated
from the positive and negative bindings) over the in-
stance pairs is added to the body of the Horn-rule:
∀x,y, ∃z, o1:writesReview(x,z)→ o2:reviewerOf(x,y)

and in the next iteration:
∀x,y, ∃z, o1:writesReview(x,z) ∧ o1:Paper(y) →

o2:reviewerOf(x,y)
and so on until no more positive binding is left to find
or the number of predicates in the Horn-rule body has
reached a threshold:
∀x,y, ∃z, o1:writesReview(x,z)∧ o1:reviewOfPaper(z,y)
∧ o1:Paper(y)→ o2:reviewerOf(x,y)
which translates as the correspondence:
(o1:writesReview ◦ (o1:reviewOfPaperu range(o1:Paper)),
o2:reviewerOf, v)

Thiéblin et al. [114] OWL ontology to OWL ontol-
ogy, (s:c) (c:s) (c:c) In [114], only class expression
correspondences are sought. The approach takes as in-
put a set of SPARQL queries over the source ontol-
ogy defined as Competency Questions for Alignment
(CQAs). These CQAs guide the matching process: the
answers to each CQA are matched to instances of the
target ontology. Then, the surroundings of these tar-
get instances are lexically compared to the CQA. The
surroundings include the triples in which the target in-
stance appears and the type of the objects or subjects
of these triples which are not the target instance. The
labels of the CQA used for comparison in the match-
ing process are those of the entities which appear in
the CQA. To find a correspondence, the two ontologies
must have at least one common instance per CQA. The
instance matching process uses existing links or the
sharing of a label. The SPARQL query (CQA) is turned
into a DL formula to become the source member of the
correspondence. The most similar surroundings of the
target instances (triple with or without object/subject
type) are turned into DL formula to become the target
member of the correspondence. The form of the cor-
respondence depends on the structure of the CQA and
the most similar surroundings of the target instances.

Example 16. Let a CQA over the source ontology
o1 be “Which are the accepted papers ?” which in
SPARQL gives:
SELECT ?x WHERE{?x a o1:AcceptedPaper}.
The CQA labels are those of o1:AcceptedPaper: “ac-
cepted paper”.

An answer to the CQA is o1:paper1. o1:paper1
has an existing owl:sameAs link to a target instance
o2:paper2. The approach considers the surroundings
of o2:paper2:

– (o2:paper2,o2:aut7) : o2:hasAuthor
– o2:aut7 : o2:Author
– (o2:paper2, “accepted”) : o2:decision
If the label of the object/subject is more similar to

the CQA than its type, only its value is kept.
The triple (o2:paper2,“accepted”) : o2:decision has

the highest similarity to the CQA labels. The following
correspondence is created:
(o1:AcceptedPaper, ∃o2:decision.{“accepted”}, ≡)

KAOM, Jiang et al. [77] OWL ontology to OWL on-
tology, (s:c) (c:s) (c:c) KAOM (Knowledge Aware On-
tology Matching) is a system proposed by Jiang et al.
[77]. It uses Markov Logic Network as a probabilistic
framework for ontology matching. The Markov Logic
formulae presented in this approach use the entities
of the two ontologies (source and target) as constants,
the relations between entities and the input knowledge
rules as evidence. The knowledge rules can be axioms
of an ontology or they can be specified by the user.
They do not have to be semantically exact. To handle
numerical data-properties, KAOM proposes two meth-
ods to find positive linear transformations between
rules. These methods are based on the values that the
data-properties take in a given knowledge base (the
distribution of the values or a way to discretise them).
The correspondence patterns and conditions presented
by Ritze et al. [72, 73] can be translated into knowl-
edge rules and therefore used into Markov Logic for-
mulae. The knowledge rules can be obtained in vari-
ous ways as was shown in the experiments where de-
cision trees, association rules obtained from an a priori
algorithm or manually written rules were translated as
knowledge rules for three different test cases.

Example 17. A knowledge rule could be“Many re-
viewers are also authors of paper”, which would be in
o1 ( seen as a “is often true” relation): o1:Reviewer
 ∃o1:authorOf.o1:Paper. The same knowledge rule
expressed in o2 would be: ∃o2:reviewerOf.> o2:Author.
Based on these knowledge rules, two candidate corre-
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spondences can be: (o1:Reviewer, ∃o2:reviewerOf.>,≡)
and (∃o1:authorOf.o1:Paper, o2:Author, ≡).

iMAP, Dhamankar et al. [78] Relational database
schema to relational database schema, (c:s) As seen
previously, the iMAP system [78] uses a set of searchers
to discover simple and complex correspondences be-
tween database schemata. The overlap numeric searcher
uses the LAGRAMGE algorithm for equation discov-
ery based on overlapping data. This algorithm uses
a contex-free grammar to define the search space of
the arithmetic equations and executes a beam-search
to find a suitable correspondence. The output of this
search space is then stored as a pattern for the numeric
searcher.

Nunes et al. [107] OWL ontology to OWL ontology,
(c:s) Genetic programming can be used for finding
complex correspondences between data-properties. It
can combine and transform the data-properties of an
ontology to match a property of another ontology.
Nunes et al. [107] propose a genetic programming ap-
proach for numerical and literal data property match-
ing. The correspondences generated are (c:s) as n
data-properties from the source ontology are com-
bined to match a target data-property. The source data-
properties are chosen from a calculated estimated mu-
tual information (EMI) matrix. Each individual of the
genetic algorithm is a tree representing the combina-
tion operations over data properties. The elementary
operations used for combination are concatenation or
split for literal data-properties and basic arithmetic op-
erations for numerical data-properties (sum, multipli-
cation, etc.). The fitness of a solution is evaluated on
the values given by this solution and the values ex-
pected (based on matched instances) using a Leven-
shtein distance.

de Carvalho et al. [108] Table schema to table
schema, (s:c) (c:s) (c:c) De Carvalho et al. [108] ap-
ply a genetic algorithm to alignments as its “individ-
uals”. Each “individual” is a set of correspondences.
Each correspondence is a pair of tree functions made of
elementary operations (as for Nunes et al. [107]) and
having source (resp. target) attributes as leaves. Con-
straints over the correspondences have been defined:
a schema attribute cannot appear more than once in a
correspondence, crossover and mutation can only be
applied to attributes of the same data type, the number
of correspondences in an alignment is fixed a priori.
Mutation and cross-over operations occur at the cor-
respondence’s tree-level when parts of two tree func-

tions are swapped, or changed. The fitness evalua-
tion function of the schema alignments (individuals)
is the sum of the fitness score of its correspondences.
The fitness score of a correspondence can be calcu-
lated in two ways: entity-oriented with the similarity
of matched instances (the data must be overlapping)
or value-oriented with the similarity of all transformed
source instances and target instances. The similarity
metric for each correspondence is chosen by an ex-
pert. Compared to the approach of Nunes et al. [107]
it can detect (c:c) correspondences thanks to its inter-
nal modelling. However the process may require more
iterations than [107].

KARMA, Knoblock et al. [59, 109] Table schema,
Relational database schema, XML schema, JSON
schema to OWL ontology, (s:c),(c:s),(c:c) The programming-
by-example algorithm of KARMA (approach pre-
sented in the Tree category) creates data transforma-
tion functions. It considers the transformation func-
tions as programs divided into subprograms to be ap-
plied to the data to transform it. At the beginning of
the process, an example of source data (a table cell
or row value) is given to the user and he or she gives
what he or she expects as a result. This first pair of
values constitutes an example and a program (trans-
formation function) is then synthesised and applied to
the other instances of the data. The user iteratively cor-
rects the wrongly translated data, giving new examples
from which the process refines its program by detect-
ing and changing incorrect subprograms. The basic op-
erations (or segments) of a program or subprogram are
string operations (substring, concatenation, recogniz-
ing a number, etc.). As the input and the output of the
process can cover one or many columns of the source
and target tables, this part of KARMA can output (s:c),
(c:s) or (c:c) correspondences.

Example 18. A first example "PaperABC written
by AuthorTT strong accept 2016" from the source
database is given to the user. The user gives the ex-
pected value "PaperABC (2016)". This first pair of val-
ues constitutes an example and a program (transfor-
mation function) is synthesised. For example, out of all
the possible programs (called hypotheses) one could
be:

transform(val):
pos1=val.indexOf(START,WORD,1)
pos2=val.indexOf(WORD,BNK,1)
pos3=val.indexOf(BNK,NUM,1)
pos4=val.indexOf(NUM,END,1)
output= val.substr(pos1,pos2)+‘ (’+val.

subtr(pos3,pos4)+‘)’
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return output

where indexOf(LEFT, RIGHT, N) takes the left and
right context of the occurrence and N denotes the n-th
occurrence. START is the beginning of the value, END
its end. WORD represents a ([A-Za-z]+) string, NUM
a number, BNK a white-space. This program is then
applied to the other instances of the data. The user it-
eratively corrects the wrongly translated data, giving
new examples from which the process refines its pro-
gram (the hypothesis space will be reduced).

BMO, Hu et al. [112] OWL ontology to OWL ontol-
ogy, (s:c) (c:s) (c:c) BMO (Block Matching for On-
tologies) focuses on matching sets of entities (classes,
relations or instances) called blocks. This approach is
articulated into four steps. The first step is the con-
struction of virtual documents for each entity of both
ontologies: the annotations and all triples in which an
entity occurs are gathered into a document. The second
one computes a relatedness matrix by calculating the
similarity between each vectorised virtual document.
In the third step, the relatedness matrix is used to apply
a partitioning algorithm: this algorithm is recursively
applied to the set of ontology entities. At the end of this
algorithm, the similar entities are together in the same
block while dissimilar entities are in distinct blocks.
The final step consists in finding the optimal alignment
given a number of blocks. Ontology entities which are
in the same block can be separated into o1 and o2 to
obtain a correspondence. As the blocks can contain any
type of entity, it is not considered as a composite pat-
tern.

5.6. Summary

The proposed classification is based on two main
axes, the output (type of correspondence) and process
(guiding structure) dimensions of the approaches. The
following tables present the approaches in the order in
which they first appear in the survey.

Table 6 summarises the type of knowledge repre-
sentation models aligned by the approaches and the
additional input. Most approaches require external
output such as matched instances or a simple align-
ment. This table shows the variety of knowledge rep-
resentation models for which complex matching ap-
proaches have been proposed. Table 7 presents the
output by the approaches: the correspondence mem-
bers form, the type of correspondence and the out-
put format. Few approaches can generate both logic
construction and transformation function correspon-

dences. Most approaches output correspondences as
FOL rules, without following a particular format. The
latest approaches ([74, 114] published in 2018) out-
put correspondences in EDOAL, which coincides with
their participation in the OAEI complex track (cf. §6).

Table 8 presents the process of the approaches ac-
cording to our classification. Most approaches are
pattern-based (atomic or composite). Only a few ap-
proaches have no guiding structure. There is no direct
correlation between the member expression (fixed to
fixed, unfixed to unfixed, etc.) and the (s:c), (c:s) kind
of correspondence.

In the Ontology Matching book [16], the basic
matching techniques are classified as follows:

– Formal resource-based: rely on formal evidence:
upper-level ontology, domain-specific ontology,
linked data, linguistic frames, alignment

– Informal resource-based: rely on informal evi-
dence: directory, annotated resources, web forms

– String-based: use string similarity: name similar-
ity, description similarity, global namespace

– Language-based: use linguistic techniques: to-
kenisation, lemmatisation, thesauri, lexicon, mor-
phology

– Constraint-based: use internal ontology con-
straints: types, key properties

– Taxonomy-based: consider the specialisation re-
lation of the ontologies: taxonomy, structure

– Graph-based: consider the ontologies as graphs:
graph homomorphism, path, children, leaves, cor-
respondence patterns

– Instance-based: compare sets of individuals: data
analysis, statistics

– Model-based: use the semantic interpretation:
SAT solvers, DL reasoners

The complex matching approaches are described ac-
cording to this classification in Table 9. The majority
combine different matching techniques.

Few approaches are model-based (no semantic in-
terpretation of the alignment). However, it is important
to note that identifying the strategies based on Euzenat
and Shvaiko’s classification was not always straight-
forward.

Another way of classifying the approaches is with
respect to the kind of evidence they exploit (ontology-
level or instance-level), as done in different sur-
veys in the field. This classification was applied in
the last 2 columns of Table 8. Most approaches
use the ontology-level information as evidence. The
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Table 6
Input of the approaches: type of aligned knowledge representation model and type of additional input information

Approach Type of Knowledge Representation Model Additional Input

Ritze2009 [72] OWL ontology to OWL ontology simple alignment

Ritze2010 [73] OWL ontology to OWL ontology simple alignment (opt.)

Faria2018 (AMLC) [74] OWL ontology to OWL ontology simple alignment

Oliveira2018 [25] OWL ontology to OWL ontology

Rouces2016 [75] OWL ontology to OWL ontology

Walshe2016 (Bayes-ReCCE) [76] OWL ontology to OWL ontology matched instances

Chondrogiannis2014 (OAT) [60] OWL ontology to OWL ontology

Dhamankar2004 (iMAP) [78] RDB schema to RDB schema domain constraints and value distribution

Jiang2016 (KAOM) [77] OWL ontology to OWL ontology knowledge rules

Jimenez2015 (BootOX) [79] RDB schema to OWL ontology

Parundekar2012 [84] OWL ontology to OWL ontology matched instances

Parundekar2010 [85] OWL ontology to OWL ontology matched instances

Doan2003 (CGLUE) [86] DL ontology to DL ontology

Kaabi2012 (ARCMA) [87] OWL ontology to OWL ontology simple alignment

Boukottaya2005 [88] XML schema to XML schema

Arnold2013 (COMA++) [92] Taxonomy to Taxonomy

Xu2003 [89] Conceptual Model to Conceptual Model domain ontology

Xu2006 [90] Conceptual Model to Conceptual Model domain ontology

Warren2006 [91] Table schema to Table schema

Svab2009 [94] OWL ontology to OWL ontology

Saleem2008 (PORSCHE) [95] XML schema to XML schema abbreviation Table schema

He2004 (DCM) [96] Table schema to Table schema web query interfaces

Su2006 (HSM) [97] Table schema to Table schema web query interfaces

Wu2004 [93] Table schema to Table schema web query interfaces

An2012 [101]
Document-oriented schema to CML
ontology

web query interfaces, simple
correspondences web form-onto

Yan2001 (Clio) [58, 71] RDB schema to RDB schema value correspondences

Qin2007 (OntoGrate) [99, 100] OWL ontology to OWL ontology

An2008 [102] CML ontology to CML ontology simple alignment

An2005 (MapOnto) [103] RDB schema to CML ontology attribute-data properties correspondences

An2005b (MapOnto) [104] XML schema to OWL ontology attribute-data properties correspondences

Knoblock2012 (KARMA) [59, 109]
Table, RDB, XML, JSON schema to OWL
ontology

examples for data transformation functions

Hu2011 [110] OWL ontology to OWL ontology

Thieblin2018 [114] OWL ontology to OWL ontology
competency questions for alignment as
SPARQL queries

Nunes2011 [107] OWL ontology to OWL ontology

deCarvalho2013 [108] Table schema to Table schema

Hu2006 (BMO) [112] OWL ontology to OWL ontology
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Table 7
Output of the approaches: correspondence members form, types of correspondences and correspondence format

Approach (s:
c)

(c:
s)

(c:
c)

Log
ic

Tran
sfo

Bloc
k

Correspondence format

Ritze2009 [72] • • pseudo-DL

Ritze2010 [73] • • EDOAL

Faria2018 (AMLC) [74] • • EDOAL

Oliveira2018 [25] • • Not specified

Rouces2016 [75] • • SPARQL construct

Walshe2016 (Bayes-ReCCE) [76] • • • EDOAL

Chondrogiannis2014 (OAT) [60] • • • • OWL, EDOAL

Dhamankar2004 (iMAP) [78] • • equations

Jiang2016 (KAOM) [77] • • • • • pseudo-DL

Jimenez2015 (BootOX) [79] • • R2RML

Parundekar2012 [84] • • • pseudo-DL

Parundekar2010 [85] • • • • pseudo-DL

Doan2003 (CGLUE) [86] • • Not specified

Kaabi2012 (ARCMA) [87] • • DL

Boukottaya2005 [88] • • • • • XSLT

Arnold2013 (COMA++) [92] • • • Not specified

Xu2003 [89] • • • • Not specified

Xu2006 [90] • • • • • Not specified

Warren2006 [91] • • SQL queries

Svab2009 [94] • • • • Not specified

Saleem2008 (PORSCHE) [95] • • • Not specified

He2004 (DCM) [96] • • • • sets

Su2006 (HSM) [97] • • • • sets

Wu2004 [93] • • • • sets

An2012 [101] • • Not specified

Yan2001 (Clio) [58, 71] • • • • SQL views

Qin2007 (OntoGrate) [99, 100] • • DataLog, SWRL, Web-PDDL

An2008 [102] • • FOL or SPARQL

An2005 (MapOnto) [103] • • FOL

An2005b (MapOnto) [104] • • FOL

Knoblock2012 (KARMA)
[59, 109]

• • • • • FOL

Hu2011 [110] • • FOL

Thieblin2018 [114] • • • • EDOAL

Nunes2011 [107] • • equations

deCarvalho2013 [108] • • • • equations

Hu2006 (BMO) [112] • • • • sets
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Table 8
Process characteristics of the approaches based on the proposed classification

Approach Guiding structure fixe
d to

fixe
d

fixe
d to

un
fixe

d

un
fixe

d to
un

fixe
d

Onto
log

y-l
ev

el
ev

ide
nc

e

Ins
tan

ce
-le

ve
l e

vid
en

ce

Other

Ritze2009 [72] Atomic patterns • •
Ritze2010 [73] Atomic patterns • •
Faria2018 (AMLC) [74] Atomic patterns • •
Oliveira2018 [25] Atomic patterns • • Compound

Rouces2016 [75] Atomic patterns • •
Walshe2016 (Bayes-ReCCE) [76] Atomic patterns • •
Chondrogiannis2014 (OAT) [60] Atomic patterns • •

Dhamankar2004 (iMAP) [78]
Atomic patterns,
Composite patterns, No
structure

• • •

Jiang2016 (KAOM) [77]
Atomic patterns, No
structure

• • • •

Jimenez2015 (BootOX) [79] Atomic patterns • •
Parundekar2012 [84] Composite patterns • •
Parundekar2010 [85] Composite patterns • •
Doan2003 (CGLUE) [86] Composite patterns • •
Kaabi2012 (ARCMA) [87] Composite patterns • • •
Boukottaya2005 [88] Composite patterns • •
Arnold2013 (COMA++) [92] Composite patterns • •
Xu2003 [89] Composite patterns • • • •

Xu2006 [90]
Composite patterns, Path
to path

• • • • •

Warren2006 [91] Composite patterns • •
Svab2009 [94] Composite patterns • • •
Saleem2008 (PORSCHE) [95] Composite patterns • • Holistic

He2004 (DCM) [96] Composite patterns • • Holistic

Su2006 (HSM) [97] Composite patterns • • Holistic

Wu2004 [93] Composite patterns • •
An2012 [101] Path to Path • •
Yan2001 (Clio) [58, 71] Path to Path • • •
Qin2007 (OntoGrate) [99, 100] Path to Path • • •
An2008 [102] Path to Path • •
An2005 (MapOnto) [103] Tree to tree • •
An2005b (MapOnto) [104] Tree to tree • •
Knoblock2012 (KARMA) [59, 109] Tree to tree, No structure • • • •
Hu2011 [110] No structure • • •
Thieblin2018 [114] No structure • • •
Nunes2011 [107] No structure • •
deCarvalho2013 [108] No structure • •
Hu2006 (BMO) [112] No structure • •
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Table 9
Classification of the complex matchers on [16]’s basic techniques

Approach Form
al

res
ou

rce
-ba

sed

Inf
orm

al
res

ou
rce

-ba
sed

Stri
ng

-ba
sed

Lan
gu

ag
e-b

ase
d

Con
str

ain
t-b

ase
d

Tax
on

om
y-b

ase
d

Grap
h-b

ase
d

Ins
tan

ce
-ba

sed

M
od

el-
ba

sed

Ritze2009 [72] • • • • •
Ritze2010 [73] • • • • •
Faria2018 (AMLC) [74] • • • •
Oliveira2018 [25] •
Rouces2016 [75] • • • •
Walshe2016 (Bayes-ReCCE) [76] • • •
Chondrogiannis2014 (OAT) [60] • • • •
Dhamankar2004 (iMap) [78] • • • • •
Jiang2016 (KAOM) [77] • • • • •
Jimenez2015 (BootOX) [79] • • •
Parundekar2012 [84] • • •
Parundekar2010 [85] • • •
Doan2003 (CGLUE) [86] • • •
Kaabi2012 (ARCMA) [87] • • •
Boukottaya2005 [88] • • • •
Arnold2013 (COMA++) [92] • •
Xu2003 [89] • • • •
Xu2006 [90] • • • • •
Warren2006 [91] •
Svab2009 [94] • •
Saleem2008 (PORSCHE) [95] • •
He2004 (DCM) [96] •
Su2006 (HSM) [97] •
Wu2004 [93] • • • • • •
An2012 [101] • •
Yan2001 (Clio) [58, 71] • • •
Qin (OntoGrate) [99, 100] • •
An2008 [102] • • •
An2005 (MapOnto) [103] • •
An2005b (MapOnto) [104] • •
Knoblock2012 (KARMA) [59, 109] • • • •
Hu2011 [110] •
Thieblin2018 [114] • • • •
Nunes2011 [107] •
deCarvalho [108] •
Hu2006 (BMO) [112] • •
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approaches which output transformation functions
mostly rely on instance-level information.

6. Evaluation of complex matchers

This section discusses the evaluation of complex
alignments regarding the datasets and metrics. While
most of the approaches have been manually evalu-
ated, the few automatic evaluations are often done on
approach-tailored datasets (e.g., correspondences fol-
lowing one pattern only). In this section, we do not
analyse the evaluation section of each approach in-
dividually but we review the initiatives for complex
alignment evaluation.

6.1. Complex alignment datasets

The diverse complex matching approaches exploit
a variety of knowledge representation models (e.g.,
XML schemata, ontologies) and resources (e.g., linked
instances, web forms). They also generate different
types of correspondences. This makes their evalua-
tion difficult and heterogeneous. The approaches were
mostly evaluated on pairs of knowledge representa-
tion models over a wide range of domains (geography,
biomedicine, conference organisation, sports, compa-
nies, libraries, etc.). Few systems were evaluated by
comparison to a reference alignment, and even fewer
of these reference alignments were made available
online. In this section we present the datasets avail-
able online with reference to complex alignments and
the benchmarks which deal with complex alignments.
They are summarised in Table 10.

In the domain of schema matching (database or
XML schema), dedicated complex alignment datasets
have been constructed to evaluate the approaches deal-
ing with these schemata. In general, these datasets con-
tain mostly transformation functions. For instance, the
Illinois semantic integration archive [115] is a dataset
of complex correspondences on value transformations
(e.g., string concatenation) in the inventory and real
estate domain. This dataset only contains correspon-
dences between schemata with transformation func-
tions. The UIUC Web integration Repository [116] is
a repository of schemata and query forms. XBench-
Match [117] is a benchmark for XML schema match-
ing. The reference alignments of the person dataset
contains correspondences with string concatenation.

For the purpose of evaluating matching hybrid struc-
tures, the RODI Benchmark [118] proposes an evalua-

tion over given scenarii, R2RML correspondences be-
tween a database schema and an ontology. The bench-
mark relies on ontologies from the OAEI Conference
dataset, Geodata ontology, Oil and gas ontology. The
schemata are either derived from the ontologies them-
selves or curated on the Web. The RODI deals with
R2RML alignment and uses reference SPARQL and
SQL queries to assess the quality of the alignment.

SPIMBench [48] is a benchmark for instance match-
ing but it could be used for complex ontology align-
ment evaluation. A set of transformations were ap-
plied to the BBC core and other domain ontologies
in order to obtain derived ontologies with the same
instances. The transformation rules can be consid-
ered as correspondences. Some transformation rules
are even complex correspondences (either logic rela-
tions or value transformation functions). Each set of
transformation rules between two ontologies was doc-
umented in the SPIMBench vocabulary and constitutes
a reference complex alignment. However, the refer-
ence alignment is not considered in the evaluation pro-
cess of the benchmark, which only focuses on instance
matching.

This year, the first complex track of the Ontology
Alignment Evaluation Initiative was conducted. It in-
cluded four datasets [119] among which the GeoLink
dataset [21] and a consensus version of [111].

Of all the datasets presented in Table 10, only
SPIMBench contains common or matched instances.
However, the derived datasets are synthetic. Because
they needed common instances, some matchers have
been evaluated on LOD repositories (DBpedia, Yago,
Agrovoc, Geospecies, etc.) [76, 84, 85, 110, 114] or
custom-made knowledge bases [77, 78, 107, 108].

6.2. Evaluation metrics

Complex matching evaluation can be performed
under various dimensions such as time execution or
the quality of the output alignment. In this section,
the complex alignment quality metrics are presented.
These metrics do not include approach-specific met-
rics as defined in [96, 97, 112] but those that can be
generalised to all complex alignments.

The most usual metrics, adapted from information
retrieval, used for evaluating the quality of alignments
with respect to a reference one are precision and re-
call, combined into F-measure. The calculation of the
recall and F-measure requires a reference alignment
whereas the precision alone can be assessed by clas-
sifying correspondences as true positives or false pos-
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Table 10
Datasets for complex alignment evaluation. KRM stands for Knowledge Representation Model.

Dataset type of KRM Log
ic

Tran
sf.

Alignment
format

URL

Conference Ontologies
√ √

EDOAL http://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.4986368
GeoLink Ontologies

√
EDOAL http://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5907172

Hydrography Ontologies
√

EDOAL http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2018/complex/#hydrography
SPIMBench Ontologies

√ √
SPIMBench https://github.com/jsaveta/SPIMBench

Real estate I XML
√

XML schema http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~anhai/wisc-si-archive/domains/real_estate1.html
Real estate II XML

√
own syntax http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~anhai/wisc-si-archive/domains/real_estate2.html

Inventory XML
√

own syntax http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~anhai/wisc-si-archive/domains/inventory.html
XBenchMatch XML

√
own syntax https://perso.liris.cnrs.fr/fabien.duchateau/research/tools/xbenchmatch/

RODI DB to onto
√ √

SQL/SPARQL https://github.com/chrpin/rodi

itives. The usual precision and recall are the metrics
which were the most used in the evaluation of the ap-
proaches. However, as reference alignments are not al-
ways available, the precision is often the only met-
ric computed. The comparison of complex correspon-
dences is a difficult task which is often performed man-
ually. This makes the evaluation time-consuming and
experts on the aligned ontologies are required during
the evaluation process. The precision and recall met-
rics have been adapted into weighted precision and re-
call, relaxed precision and recall, and semantic preci-
sion and recall [44]. The weighted precision and recall
take the confidence value of a correspondence into ac-
count. The relaxed precision and recall [120] take the
subsumption relations into account: a correspondence
is not discarded if it states an equivalence instead of a
subsumption, its “score value” will be 0.5 instead of 1
for example. The semantic precision and recall [121]
considers the alignments as sets of axioms and is mea-
sured by comparing their deductive closure, i.e., the
set of axioms which can be derived from the alignment
together with the ontologies.

The metrics of accuracy or top−x accuracy have
been used in various evaluations [78, 79, 86, 96, 97,
101, 108, 114] when the number of correspondences is
predefined, e.g., one correspondence for each entity of
the target schema/ontology. The accuracy is then the
percentage of predefined questions having a correct an-
swer. A “question” in this context could be a source
entity to be matched and the “answers” the correspon-
dences having this entity as source member. Some ap-
proaches output various answers for each question,
e.g., a ranked list of correspondences for each source
entity. In this case the top-x accuracy is the percentage
of questions whose correct answer is in the top-x an-
swers to the question. For example, top-3 accuracy is

the fraction of source entities for which the correct cor-
respondence is in the best three correspondences out-
put by the system.

During this year’s OAEI complex track, the evalu-
ation was mostly manual. The usual precision and re-
call metrics were reused for the Conference dataset.
For the Hydrography and GeoLink dataset, three tasks
were defined, but the matchers could be evaluated on
the first one only using precision and recall:

– Finding the entities which belong together in a
correspondence, regardless to the correspondence
structure;

– Finding the correct correspondence structure given
the set of entities to match;

– Finding the correspondences from scratch.

Finally, the Taxon dataset was manually evaluated with
a usual precision metric and within a query rewrit-
ing scenario. The accuracy, as the percentage of well
rewritten queries, was also computed.

All the metrics presented above need either a ref-
erence alignment or a manual evaluation. Even with a
reference alignment, the evaluation is not straightfor-
ward due to the difficulty of comparing two complex
correspondences.

6.3. Summary

Until recently, there was little work on complex
alignment evaluation. The latest works propose datasets.
Only RODI [118] is an automated benchmark. Most
of the OAEI complex track evaluation is still man-
ually performed. This comes from the difficulty of
comparing two complex correspondences. For ex-
ample, (o1:Author, ∃o2:authorOf.>, ≡) is semanti-
cally equivalent to the correspondence (o1:Author,

http://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.4986368
http://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5907172
http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2018/complex/#hydrography
https://github.com/jsaveta/SPIMBench
http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~anhai/wisc-si-archive/domains/real_estate1.html
http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~anhai/wisc-si-archive/domains/real_estate2.html
http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~anhai/wisc-si-archive/domains/inventory.html
https://perso.liris.cnrs.fr/fabien.duchateau/research/tools/xbenchmatch/
https://github.com/chrpin/rodi
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∃o2:writtenBy−.>,≡). However, these two correspon-
dences are synthetically different. Given this exam-
ple, semantic precision and recall could integrate the
fact that the two example expressions mean the same
thing given that o2:authorOf is the inverse property of
o2:writtenBy. However, pattern-based alignment for-
mats such as EDOAL may lead to other problems.
For example, the correspondences (o1:AcceptedPaper,
∃o2:acceptedBy.>, ≡) and (o1:AcceptedPaper, > 1
o2:acceptedBy, ≡) are equivalent but expressed us-
ing different constructors (respectively an existen-
tial restriction or a cardinality restriction over the
o2:acceptedBy property). This also complexifies the
comparison of the two correspondences. An alternative
would be to assess and compare the interpretation of
the correspondences (at instance level) but this would
require consistently populated ontologies which might
not be the case on the LOD (e.g., DBpedia contains
inconsistencies) nor on the usual OAEI datasets (e.g.,
conference, anatomy are not populated).

The relation of the correspondences (≡,w,v) is
also not taken into account in the evaluation process as
most matchers only consider equivalence. The confi-
dence given to a correspondence is taken into account
when dealing with top-x accuracy, or weighted preci-
sion and recall.

Finally, measuring the suitability of the output align-
ment for a given application, as done for the OA4QA
track of the OAEI [122], for a library application [123]
or the Taxon track of the complex OAEI track [119],
could be considered.

7. Discussion

Interest in complex alignment has recently increased
in the community. This probably comes from the fact
that applications needing interoperability find simple
alignment not sufficient.

Since the XML and database fields are older than
ontology matching and ontology-based data access
(OBDA), they have stable standards such as XSLT,
XQuery and SQL. In the OBDA community, R2RML
has become the norm, and many extensions to it pro-
posed, there is a proliferation of edition and visualisa-
tion tools, as well as matching approaches. In the on-
tology matching community, this proliferation is not
so marked. Event if various alignment formats have
been proposed (cf. §3.1), the EDOAL vocabulary im-
plemented in the Alignment API can be seen as an up-
coming standard. It has indeed been used for the first

OAEI track. However, EDOAL has limited expressive-
ness, as discussed in [21]. Moreover, there is only one
edition or visualisation tool for this format (OAT [60])
but it is not available online. This makes EDOAL only
usable or browse-able by experts. SPARQL could be
an alternative to EDOAL as it does not suffer from
such limitations and can be directly executed. The
study of the approaches in this survey shows that, con-
trary to what intuition may suggest, matching more
expressive knowledge representation models does not
imply applying more sophisticated techniques. Most
approaches consider knowledge representation mod-
els as graphs, trees or pools of annotated data regard-
less of their expressiveness. These common represen-
tations lead to similar techniques over diverse knowl-
edge representation models. The proposed classifica-
tion tried to capture some of the aspects described
above, by focusing on the specificities of complex cor-
respondences on two main axes. The first axis char-
acterises the different types of output (type of corre-
spondences) and the second the structures used in the
process to guide the correspondence detection. With
respect to this classification, some approaches adopt
a mono-strategy (atomic patterns, for instance), while
others can fall in diverse categories. Classifying some
of the approaches into a specific category was not a
simple task.

While some approaches rely on existing simple cor-
respondences (at ontology or instance level), others are
able to discover complex correspondences without this
kind of input. Other resources are used as evidence
such as web query interfaces, knowledge rules, com-
petency questions for alignment or linguistic resources
such as WordNet. Another aspect of the approach is
related to the kind of correspondence relation they can
output. As for simple alignments, most works are still
limited to generating equivalences. The semantics of
the confidence of a correspondence are rarely consid-
ered.

While the use of instance data evidence is valuable
for the matching process, statistical approaches are di-
rectly impacted by the quality of this data. They can be
faced with the problem of sparseness or with a specific
corpus distribution that leads to incorrect correspon-
dences. For example, if o1 is populated with most stu-
dents aged 23, (o1:Student, ∃o2:age.{23}, ≡) can be a
valid correspondence for the instance-based matching
algorithms.

Most approaches are limited to pair-wise matching.
Holistic and compound complex matching approaches
are scarce but may be needed in complex domains,
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such as bio-medicine, where several ontologies de-
scribing different but related phenomena have to be
linked together [124]. As stated in [125], the increase
in the matching space and the inherently higher dif-
ficulty to compute alignments pose interesting chal-
lenges to this task.

On a different matter, we observe that some corre-
spondences are pragmatically coherent but not seman-
tically equivalent. For example, (o1:Ticket, o2:Adult
+ o2:Children + o2:Senior, ≡) is a practical corre-
spondence for counting the number of passengers. The
semantic meaning of this correspondence is however
questionable as a ticket and a passenger are not exactly
the same thing. This raises questions about the notion
alignment context. In [126] “context mappings” define
to which extent an alignment is valid.

Moreover, user involvement is under-exploited in
complex matching. This aspect, related to the visual-
isation and edition of complex correspondences [127,
128], is an important issue to be addressed in the fu-
ture.

Regarding the evaluation of complex alignments,
automatic correspondence comparison remains an
open issue. The perspective of a benchmark with a ref-
erence alignment, real-life ontologies populated with
controlled instances and metrics based on these in-
stances, would be a useful resource in the field. As
the interpretation of an ontology can vary from user to
user, having a consensual benchmark with correspon-
dence confidences reflecting the agreement between
annotators, as in [129], could be also an interesting
resource. Another direction would be to evaluate the
complex alignments over a real-life application such
as ontology merging, data translation or query rewrit-
ing. The suitability of the alignment for the given task
could be automatically computed. The first OAEI com-
plex track could –hopefully– stimulate new works on
complex ontology matching, evaluation, visualisation,
etc.
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